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FOREWORD
As we ror iew the implications of an aging population, it becomes clear
that we must pay particular attention to the problems of older workers.
Public policy should strive to accommodate both those who are ready
to retire and those who would like to continue to work. Institutional
barriers must be lowered and innovative approaches developed. The ef-
forts of przvate sector employers will be the major key to success.

This report, which was prepared by the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
analyzes the labor market problems of displaced older workers. It re-
views the available data on the extent and nature of unemployment, dis-
couragement, and displacement. It also focuses on institutional arrange-
ments, such as pension rules and the supply of part-time jobs that may
limit the employment opportuities for older workers.

Older workers are a national resource. They are skilled and experi-
enced. When they leave the labor force before they are ready, both
they and society lose. I believe that attention to the developments dis-
cussed in this report will stimulate wide ranging discussion and lead to
creative approaches on behalf of the Government and the private
sector, to increase producti% ity, promote international competiti% eness,
and enhance the welfare of America's wage earners

Ann McLaughlin
Secretary
U.S. Department of Labor



Preface
Congress, through the Labor Department Appropriations Act in Public
Law 100-202, requested the Secretary of Labor to develop a report
that addressed the labor market problems of older w orkers w ho had re-
tired, who were pressured to leave a Job, or who were reentering the
labor force. This document is largely based on that report.

The report was prepared by Philip L. Bones and Diane E. Herz of
the Office of Current Employment Analysis, Di% ision of Labor Force
Statistics, Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Material in this publication is in the public domain and, with appro-
priate credit, may be reproduced without permission
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CHAPTER 1.
Introduction

In recent years, Federal leg,slanon has been passed to allow or encour-
age workers to extend their worklives. AntiLipating a dramatiL &Lime
in the ratio of workers to retirees when the baby-boom generation re-
tires, Social Security regulations hae been altered to encourage later
labor force withdrawal and to inLi ease penalties fur early retirement In
addition, age disLrimmation laws hae been extended to protect work-
ers from mandatory retirement at any age At the same time, howeer,
an opposite and more dominant forLe has influenced workers' retire-
ment age, many employers ha.! made earlier and earlier retirement
possible through options offered in their pension plans

The net result has been that retirement ages for men hae fallen
steadily during the post-World War II period.' In general, this has re-
sulted from improements in retirement resourcesSocial Security,
pensions, and wealth.

Most workers today look forward to retirement at a relanely early
age by historical standardsat age 62 or, often, younger. E- en in hind-
sight, most arc nappy with the tuning of their retirement decision.
Some retirements, howeer, may not be strictly "oluntary," hut,
rather, they may be a response to actual or threatened job loss, or to a
lack of adequate job opportunities for older workers. These retirements
may only be xoluntary to the extent that labor forLe withdrawal is the
best option aailable But some workers' "first choice"either phased
retirement, or a "second career" upon job loss or pension acceptance
is often not feasible beLausc of institutional rules and job market reali-
ties. Workers faced with the choice between continued full-time em-
ployment (during which sonic pension benefits are often lost), part -time
work for relatiely low wages, or complete ienrement generally opt for
complete retirement.

' The concept of retirement is mors: complex for women -I-hat is beLause
women in their fifties and sixties today often had ' cry little work experienLe
throughout their Ines As a iesult, they often do not choose a retirement age
based on their ov n work history or pension resourLes Labor forLe partiLipa-
lion rates for women age 65 and ()Ler haze followed the same trend as that
for menthey hale declined from a high of about 11 percent in the early
1960's to about 7 percent today PartiLipation rates for women age 55-64
have changed little over the last two decades
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This report recognizes that early retirement has been a welcome
trend for the majority of older workers, and that today's earlier retire-
ment ages have come about because of positive factorsincreased real
Social Security benefits, gains in pension coverage and levels, and in-
creases in wealth among retirement-age individuals. Nevertheless, job
market problems do exist for a relatively small group of older workers,
and those persons are the focus of this report.

Background. The debate over retirement age has taken place as the
economy has been undergoing a profound transformation. Despite sub-
stantial employment growth in many areas of the economy, the contin-
ued loss of jobs in manufacturing industries has displaced many workers
from their long-held jobs, often with serious consequences to individ-
uals, their families, and even whole conununities. In addition, the in-
creasingly competitive nature of many industries has led to "downsiz-
ing"reductions in the size of a company's work forceand to merg-
ers and acquisitions that often speed up cost cutting, resulting in the
loss of job Managers and other white-collar workers have also been
among thc,e losing their jobs as a result of these restructurings.

One AI the many ways in which employers have responded to the
current economic climate is through pension plan provisions that allow
for much earlier retirement than had previously been common. Many
have turned to the use of Early Retirement Incentive Plans (ERIP's) as
a way to reduce their payrolls or to avoid layoffs Such plans provide
incentives for workers to retire earlier than they otherwise would have
under the normal provisions of their pension plans. To many, ERIP's
are seen as beneficial to both employees and employers To others,
these programs are viewed as thinly cried attempts to target older
workers for job loss

The economy has experienced one of the longest peacetime expan-
sions of this century-6 years as of this writing. However, the early
1980's were marked by two recessions in which several million workers
lost their jobs in manufacturing, and job growth elsewhere was either
slow or nonexistent The plight of many middle-aged and older workers
who were displaced from long-held jobs during the recession periods
was well publicized in press accounts. And, while the extent and severi-
ty of such problems were difficult to quantify precisely, it was clear
that some older workers had a difficult time reestablishing themselves
in the job market.
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Thus, during the decade of the 1980's, iecession and economic re-
structuring has e sersed 'o increase interest in the labor market situation
of older workers At the same time, another issue has continued to re-
ceive attention Largely because of escalating dts.orce rates otter several
decades, changing sieves about work and marriage, and a desire for
families to maintain or increase their Its mg standards, significant num-
bers of women in their forties, fifites, and es en some in their sixties re-
entered the labor force after considerable time outside of it. often with
little experience and few current job skills.

While most of the grossing body of research on older workers still
focuses on the decision to retire, increasing attention has been gixen to
those who do not wish to do so. This analysis focuses on the job
market and institutional barriers to employment faced by those older
persons who would prefer work to complete retirement.

Organization of the report. With these concerns as a backdrop. this
report attempts to address as many of the issues related to the labor
market problems of older workers as possible, given data limitations
and measurement problems Chapter 2 documents the extent of various
labor market difficulties experienced by older workers, such as job loss.
unemployment, displacement. etc., and examines the job market out-
comes for persons who experience these problems. It continues with an
examination of issues related to labor force reentry of older women.

Chapter 3 addresses the institutional impediments to employment of
older workers, both in long-term careers and in postretirement jobs.
More than any other factor, the extent of work activity of older per-
sons seems to be affected by institutional rulesparticularly those relat-
ed to Social Security regulations and pension policy. The chapter is di-
vided into three parts the effects of Social Security and prixate pension
regulations on work density, the market for pact -time jobs, and the im-
portance of age disci imination Chaptei 4 offers some conclusions based
on the study findings.

Age coverage. The legislation requesting this report reLommends the
inclusion of all workers age 40 and oser as "older workers For some
issues. such an age break may be appropriate, for others. such as those
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related to retirement. an older cutoff is more rele ant In many cases.
distinctions cannot be made betm,een the labor market problems and be-
hak tor of older and y ounger a orkers until age 55 and older Often, data
limitations dictate the age detail and range that are mailable for investi-
gation.

Data on tninuritto. During the pi epai anon of this report, number of
organizations requested that efforts be made to distinguish betm,een the
labor market problems of older m,lute , orkers and those of a \\Ade
range of racial and ethnic minorities. Unfortunately. there is a paucity
of data on older minority group members 's ho are unemployed and/or
displaced from their jobs This is generally because labor force surveys
are too small to measure accurately the job market status of small popu-
lation groups. particularly m,hen the phenomenon being measured, such
as unemployment. is experienced by only a small portion of the inch\ id-
eals in those groups. An extremely large and ccstly) sample surrey of
the population ould he required to allot for any substantial analysis
of the labor market problems of the minority aged.

Still, there is no question that older blacks and other minorities are
far more likely than w,hites to experience labor market problems. Limit-
ed aailable data suggest that older minority orkers, like those of all
ages. ha e higher rates of unemployment and discouragement and
loner earnings than do older salutes. These lifetime differences in em-
ployment and earnings generally mean fem,cr resources at retirement
age. As a result, some older orkers must maintain an attachment to
the job market long after those m,ith greater financial resources might
ha e retired As addition,.1 ev idence of the precarious financial status of
many older blacks and Hispanics. a report of the National Commission
for Employment Policy (1985) found that older blacks ere four times
and Hispanics three times as likely as m,hites to experience labor market
problems 2

2 These estimates scre as of 1980 and [elated to eligibilit, lot Compreben-
so,e Employment and Ttaining .\ct training programs Ltm-income people
tiho are part of the labor force are considered to ha e labor market prob-
lems whether they ate employed ortinumployed
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CHAPTER 2.
Unemployment and Other Labor Market Problems

Any discussion of the labor market problems of older workers should
not only quantify the extent of those problems but should also put them
into a meaningful perspectRe. While a few issues, such as forced retire-
ment and age discrimination, are unique to older poisons. many labor
market problems, such as unemployment, job displacement, ind labor
market discouragcment. affect workets of all ages. The key issue is the
extent to which both the incidence and outcomes of these problems are
different for older persons than for others.

Several sources of data pros :de information on laboi market prob-
lems. The most useful ones for comparine, the extent and outcomes of
these problems between workers of different age groups are those that
pros ide information on the entire working-age population. For that
reason, this analysis relies heft% tly on monthly data from the Current
Population Surcey, as w ell as seceral of its supplements. Longitudinal
surseys often pros ide information for cc orkcrs in narrow age ranges
only, and hence cannot be used to make Intel-expel ational comparisons
of laboi market experiences. How es cr. because they follow indikiduals
over an extended period of time, longitudinal surreys are especially,
well suited for examming the outcomes of labor market difficulties.

Prior to a discussion of sonic of the specific measures of labor market
problems, it is useful to summarize the labor market status of older
workers Tab-e I presents labor force data for w orkers age 45 and o'er.
Until age 62, a majority of men work, for women, labor force participa-
tion rates are below 50 percent at age 60 and beyond. 1 With each addi-

3 The Current Population SurNey is a surcey of close to 60,000 households
conducted by the 13urcau of the Census for the Bureau of Labor StatistiLs In
addition to the regular month!) data, w,InLb prosaic measures (ueighted to
national population controls) for Soho us demographiL and labor force cate-
gories, the CPS can also be used to match respondents' labor force character-
istics user periods ranging from a month to as long as 16 months. The 1-
month match, referred to as gro,s flows data, is used SO eral tunes in this
report Also, each Mara, respondents arc asked a series of questions related
to their labor market al, it),, during the entire pro ious calendar ,),ear, rather
than the 1-Leek time period used for identification of employment status in
the mmnthly CPS These Mardi data are refereed to as work experience data.

4 These cross-sectional data for men basically show, shat happens as
people ago For NN omen. the decline ut partiLipation soli age es ident in the

C;Pruntied
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tional year of age (beyond age 45), successRely fewer men work and
more are out of the labor force. Work actikity drops off sharply at age
62 and again at age 65, corresponding to the age of first eligibility for
Social Security retirement benefits and the age of eligibility for "full" -

benefits In total, about 1 2 million workers age 45 and over were un-
employed (out of a total unemployment count of 7.4 million), but only
about 80,,,00 were age 65 and ()ker. These data point out that the types
of labor market problems experienced by older workers (however that
group is defined) wdl k ary markedly b., age. Thus, the key issues go
from unemploy meat and job loss, among the youngest groups, to post-
retirement employ ment opportunities and pension rules among the
oldest.

Labor market data are sometimes difficult to interpret. Such com-
monly used measures as unemployment rates, duration of unemploy-
ment, and discouragement, for example, n.ay mean something quite dif-
ferent for older workers than for younger ones. This analysis examines
a wide range of labor force data and discusses both their strengths and
limitations Often, their limitations dominate. That, however, is an im-
portant conclusion of this research. that there is much we do not know
about job loss or employment opportunities for older persons.

The discussion is dikided into three parts. First, carious labor market
measures, such as unemploy mein, discouragement, and displacement,
are examined to assess what we do and do not know about the number
of persons who lose their jobs or who might want a job for other rea-
sons Second, the outcomes of job loss and job search are examined.
This analysis also includes a brief discussion of the effects of recessions
on older w orkers' employment and an examination of issues related to
labor force problems of older women.

Magnitude of the problems

Unemployment

Measurement and extent The definition of unemployment used in the
Current Population Sursey (CPS) is specific to bt, counted as unem-
ployed, a person must not have worked at all during the reference
week, hake actively looked for work at some point during the previous

gross-set_tional data refleLts both an aging cffet..1 and large differemes in the
\Norklife patterns of suLt..esso,c generations of \sumer] (this is referred to as a
cohort effect), See Ileri (1988) for a discussion of the latter phenomenon
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Table 1. Labor force status of the civilian noninstitutional population age 45 and over
by sex and age. 1987 annual averages

(Numbers in thousands)

Sex and age Population

Labor force

Employed Unemployed

Number Percent ' Number Percent '

Not in labor force

Number Percent '

TOTAL
45.54 years 23,183 17,487 754 723 31 4,972 21 4

55 years and over 49,943 14,506 29 0 490 1 0 34,946 70 0

55.64 years
55.59 years

, 21.835
11,036

11,465
6,949

52 5

63 0
412
255

1 9

2 3

9.958
3,832

45 6
34 7

60.61 years 4,420 2.275 51 5 87 2 0 2.058 46 6
62.64 years 6,379 2,240 35 1 70 1 1 4.068 63 8

65 years and
over 28,108 3,041 10 8 78 3 24.989 88 9
65.69 years 9.736 1.850 19 0 50 5 7.837 80 5
70 years and

Over 18,372 1.191 6 5 29 2 17.152 93 4

Men
45.54 years 11,215 9.750 86 9 426 3 8 1.039 9 3

55 years and over 21.899 8.532 39 0 307 1 4 13,060 59 6
55.64 years 10,267 6.682 65 1 258 2 5 3.327 32 4

55.59 years 5,249 4,027 76 7 158 3 0 1.064 20 3
60.61 years 2.068 1.343 64 9 55 2 7 671 32 4

62.64 years 2.950 1,312 44 5 45 1 5 1,592 54 0
65 years and

over 11,632 1.850 15 9 49 4 9.733 83 7
65.69 years 4,411 1,108 25 1 30 7 3,273 74 2
70 years and

over 7,221 742 10 3 19 3 6.460 89 5

Women
45.54 years 11,968 7.737 64 6 298 2 5 3.934 32 9
55 years and over 28.054 5.973 21 3 184 7 21 886 78 0

55.64 years 11.567 4,783 41 4 155 1 3 6.630 1 57 3
55.59 years 5.787 2.922 50 5 97 1 7 2,767 47 8
60 61 years 2.352 932 39 6 32 1 4 1,387 59 0
62.64 years 3.429 928 27 1 25 2.476 72 2

65 years and
Over 16,476 1,191 7 2 30 2 15.256 92 6
65.69 years 5.325 742 13 9 20 4 4,564 85 7
70 years and

over 11,151 449 4 0 10 1 10,692 95 9

' Percent of population Foy toe unemployed, this liguie should hot tn. ,untused with an unemployment rate,
which is tne unemployed as a proportion of the labor force

Source Bureau of Lab°, Statistics, amen( Population Survey
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4 weeks, and be available for work at the time of the survey. 5 Thus,
simply put, the unemployed must he jobseekeis Many, have lost their
jobs, but others have quit theirs or ha\ e begun a job search after being
out of the labor force. Not included in the category are pet sons who
are out of the labor force (not working or looktng for \\ oil), whether
or not they might want a job under certain circumstances. The magni-
tude of unemployment among older sot kern is shown in table 1. In
1987, about 700,000 persons ages 45 to 54, 400,000 ages 55 to 64, and
fewer than 100.000 age 65 and older were unemployed in an average
month Men and w omen had fairly similar unemployment rates at each
age.

The unemployment rates for older workers are w ell below the aver-
age for all workers How e\ er, since the national average is inflated by
the markedly high jobless rates for youth, it is most appropriate to omit
workers under age 25 from the comparison with older workers, what-
ever the age cutoff The tabulation below shows unemployment rates
for men and women in various age groups in 1987.

Unemployment rates, 1987 annual averages

Age Men Women

25-34 years .. 5 9 62
35-44 years 44 46
45-54 years 4.2 37
55-64 years 37 3.1
65 years and over 26 24

Prior to the 1970's, the jobless rate for men age 55 and over tended
to be higher than the rate for 25-to 54-} ear-olds. Since then, not only
has the situation been reversed, but the gap between the older and
younger groups has continued to grow and has tended to widen in re-
cessions and narrow in recoveries Some possible reasons for the recent
differences in the late of joblessness favoring older men include the fol-
lowing:

5 Persons on layoff from a job to \stud] they eyed to be recalled or who
are scheduled to begin a new wage and salary job within 30 days are the
exceptions to the job search requirement in the unemployment concept

8
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Improx ements in pension meome hax e made retirement a 'able
ahem-U\ e to employ meat for many older potential jobseekers.
Sex eral large increases in Social Security benefits were institut-
ed in the early 1970's and payments were subsequently indexed
to the Consumer Price Index to protect against erosion from in-
flation Cox erage of employees by pm ate pensions has also in-
creased since the 1960's. Thus. some persons who may have had
to find a job in the past are now better able to retire (or stay
retired).
There has been a considerable increase in the use of early retire-
ment inducements to lower labor costs and mord layoffs. This
method used to be closely associated with recessions, but the in-
creased competite pressure of the 1980's has made this a fairly
common occurrence, e'en in a time of general economic expan-
sion Thus, older persons may avoid further work, and possibly
layoff, by retiring, an option not available to younger workers.
Rates of labor force reentry (proportion of workers who were
out of the labor force in the previous month who are in the
labor force in the current month) for older men are generally
down from the late 1960's and early 1970's. That is, retired
workers are more likely to stay retired Thus, there may have
been some downward pressure on older workers' jobless rates
as fewer persons outside the labor force undertook a job search.

The aboxe points all focus on the increase in both the incidence and
permanence of retirement as explanations for the decline in unemploy-
ment among older persons. The opt;,,n of being out of the labor force,
not feasible for *lot middle-aged workers (particularly men), compli-
cates unemployment comparisons between ago: groups in two ways.
First, the incidence of unemployment among older persons is limited by
labor force withdrawal. For example, a 40-year-old job loser is much
more likely to show up in the CPS as unemployed than is a 62-year-old,
Nk ho may choose to retire rather than undertake a job search. Secondly,
duration of unemployment may be 1.ered by labor knee withdrawal
after an unsuccessful job search, in other words, a large proportion of
the unemployment spells of older persons end in labor force withdrawal

9



rather than employ meat Had these persons persisted in their job
searches, average durations of unemployment would probably be higher
than they are. (See Rones, 1983.)

Are ohler 10145E1:kers marginal job.seckers? Tw o groups of older workers
exhibit quite different unemployment characteristics. For those between
the ages of 40 and 54, unemployment is fairly easy to interpret. There is
little question that most jobseekers in that age group are in the job
market largely for financial reasons. They generally look for full-time
work until they find a job (rather than gibe up their job search) be-
cause, aside from the earnings of other family members, they usually
hake no other major source of income to rely on if they end a search
unsuccessfully,

It is tempting to portray older jobseekers age 55 and beyond as more
marginal labor force participantsas many may hake 1, iable nonwork
options. This characterization is consistent with the fact that a relative-
ly high proportion end their unemployment spells by leak ing the labor
force rather than by gaining employment. While it is difficult to
measure how much someone wants or needs a job, some data on job
search and reason for unemployment shed light on the issue.

The data presented in table 2 tend to support the contention that the
older the jobseeker, the more, marginal the job search. Howeker, the
stereotype of the older person as not needing work is, in many cases,
ink and Generally, the higher the nouw age income, the less pressing the
need for employment, but. for many workers, retirement income is not
available prior to age 62 (age of Social Security eligibility). Thus,
before that age, an older person may be no more able to finance ex-
tended time away from work than a middle-aged worker. In fact, as
shown in table. 2, prior to age 62, the vast majority of older unem-
ployed workers were receik mg neither Social Security nor other pen-
sion (including government pension) benefits Fewer than I in 5 60 and
61-year-olds way receik ing a pension other than Social Security. At age
62 and beyond, howecr, the majority of jobseekers hake other sources
of income. 6

While these data clearly indicate that many older unemployed per-
sons do hake access to pension income, those still looking for work are

n Data for persons in the oldest groups, especially those based on a single
month, should be c 10% ed with caution because of the rclanYely small number
of unemployed persons these ages in the CPS sample
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Table 2. Pension receipt in 1986 of unemployed persons age 50 and
over by sex and age, March 1987

(Percent distribution)

Sex and age Total

No Social
Security

Or
pension

Social
Security,

no
pension

Pension,
no Social
Security

Both

Men

50-54 years . 100 91 1 8

55 -59 years .. . 100 82 1 16 1

60-61 years 100 75 7 18

62 -64 years 100 45 40 9 4

65 years and over 100 16 51 2 31

Women '

50-54 years . 100 96 4

55 -59 years 100 83 7 10

60 -61 years 100 93 5 5

62 -64 years 100 29 52 5 17

65 years and over 100 6 52 3 42

' Much of the pension receipt for women age 62 and over reflects benefits based on the
earnings records of their husbands

Source Bureau of Labor StatistIcs, March 198 7 Current Population Survey Income supplement

far less likely to hae pensions than are persons the same age w,ho are
retired. For example, among unemployed men ages 62 to 64, 45 per ilit
had no pension income, and among those 65 and oer, 16 percent had
none. Of those out of the labor force the corresponding figures ere
only 16 percent and 3 percent, respectn ely. This supports the thesis
that older unemployed Miorkers tend to be those ho are least able to
afford to retire. (See Fraker, 1983, Harris, 1981 and 1976, and McCon-
nell, 1983.)

Other characteristics of unemployed persons prior to age 62 indicate
that job search is often eery serious. The majority of older jobseekers
under age 62 are persons ho begin looking for oik immediately after
losing a job, they are not leaing retnement to look for Mi ork. As table
3 slms, in 1987, three fourths of the unemployed men ages 55 to 59
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were job loserspersons who were either on layoff or were perma-
nently separated from their jobs.

Table 3. Percent distribution of unemployed workers by reason for
unemployment, sex, and age. 1987 annual averages

Sex and age Total Job
losers

Job
leavers Entrants

Men

25-54 years 100 0 72 9 11 7 154
55-59 years. 100 0 75 3 68 179
60-64 years . 100 0 68 2 90 22 8
65 years and over 100 0 45 1 69 47 9

Women
25-54 years . 100 0 42 2 148 43 0
55-59 years 100 0 51 9 122 35 9
60-64 years 100 0 58 1 79 34 0
65 years and over 100 0 38 8 62 55.0

Source Bureau of Labor Statistics. Current Population Survey

Further evidence of the labor force commitment of jobseekers in
their late fifties is shown in the tabulation below. Almost all of the un-
employed men ages 55 to 59, and three-quarters of the unemployed
women in that age group. were looking for full-time jobs in 1987.

Percent of unemployed seeking full-time jobs, 1987 annual averages

Age Men Women

45-54 years 96 9 80.2
55-59 years 92 4 75.3
60-64 years . 82 0 62 1
65 years and over 46 9 40 0

In general, then, there is little e\ idenLe to distinguish the lei el of
labor force commitment of unemployed persons in their late fifties and
early sixties from that of central -age woikeis Older jobseckers in this
age range are largely people who lost their jobs, need (or want) full-
tune work, and do not ha\ e adequate financial resources to support
themselves if they withdiaw from the labor force.

Once indixiduals reach age 62, most ha\ c the option of recetIng
Social Security benefits From that age on, with cad] year. unemployed
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workers are progressively more likely t( 'ake on the characteristics of a
marginal jobseekersomeone who has retni_ment income, %\, ho is look-
ing for part-time work (often to stay under the Social Security earnings
limit), and who might give up a job search without finding a job. To
illustrate the last point, table 4 uses CPS gross flows data and shows
that the probability of unemploy ed workeis in arious age groups going
from unemployment to outside the labor f .rce in sm1/4..essie months in
1987 was greatest for older jobseekers. (See footnote 6.)

Table 4. Monthly probabilities of labor force withdrawal from unemployment
by sex and age, 1987 annual averages

(Percent)

Age

45-54 years
55-59 years
60-64 years
65 years and over

Men Women

12C 250
140 268
269 349
42 6 42 9

Source Bureau of Labor Statistics, Current Population Survey gross flows data

Also, according to CPS data collected in 1976, job search efforts of
men age 65 and older are less intensive than those of younger men, the
older group spin roughly half as much time in job search as then 25-to
54- year -old counterparts (Rosenfeld, 1977). (Women's job search effort
was essentially the same across the age spectrum ) Finally, older job-
seekers are less likely than younger ones to persesere in their job
search, although it is not clear to what extent aborting a search is job
maiket related. (This issue is d later in the section on duration
of unemployment.)

This discussion is not intended to understate the senousness of the
oldest groups' _job seim.h efforts The fact that persons age 65 and
older, ages at %\, hid] most are reified, would look for work is esidence
of needeither financial, psychological, or both That their job search
efforts often do nut result in employment is certainly cause for concern.
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Discouragement

A second widely used measure of labor market difficulty is that of
labor market discouragement, a measure of the failure of the job market
for persons outside the labor force. Technically, discouraged workers
are persons who are not in the labor force who say they want a job but
are not looking for one because they believe they .could be unsuccess-
ful if they were to undertake a search. There is no presumption that
any recent job search has taken place by discouraged workers. In fact,
some have not looked for work for many years and have uo plans to do
so (Roves, 1983. Also, see Haim, 1984, for a discussion of the labor
market attachment of discouraged workers in general.)

Desp,te the marginal Libor market attachment of some older discour-
aged workers, the measure is still important for analyzing this group. A
worker does not necessarily have to engage in an active job search to
conclude that the prospects of finding an acceptable job are not good.
In certain circumstances, one may presume job prospects to be bleak
without actually testing the eaters. If persons indicate that they are
available for work and want jobs, some credence must be given to that
response Also, those outside the labor force make up the vast majority
of the older population, and labor market discouragement is often the
only available measure of that group's potential labor supply.

Table 5 presents the official unemployment rate for workers in vari-
ous age groups alongside a modified jobless rate that includes discour-
aged workers (in both the numerator and denominator). This is not to
suggest that they should be included, but, rather, demonstrates the
effect on the jobless measure if they were.

Differences in the two rates for older workers reflect a population
phenomenon more than a job market one. For example, 12 times as
many women age 65 and over are outside the labor force as inside.
Thus, even if a leery small portion of the not-m-labor-force group was
made up of discouraged workers, they would have a large effect on the
small labor-force-based measure And, in fact, discouraged workers are
only' a minuscule portion of persons age 65 and older who are out of
the labor forceonly at out 100,000 Out of 25 millionless than half of
I percent At the other extreme, only about 6 percent of ventral-age
men are out of the labor force, a very small pool from which discour-
aged workers may come.

Modifying the unemployment rate to include discouraged workers
has virtually no effect for central-age men and a only a small effect for
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women in that age group. At the other extreme, howeker, for women
age 65 and older, the new "jobless rate"ts almost triple the original rate.

Table 5. Civilian worker unemployment rate and modified rate including
discouraged workers, number unemployed, and discouraged workers by sex
and age, 1987 annual averages

(Numbers in thousands)

Sex and age

Official
unem-

ployment
rate

Rate
including Unem- 1, Discour-
discour- ployed 1 aged

aged persons workers
workers

Men
25-54 years 5 0 5 4 2,283 178
55-59 years 3 8 4 6 158 34
60-64 years 3 6 4 8 100 34
65 years and over . 2 6 4 8 49 44

Women
25-54 years._ .. 5 1 5 9 1,850 338
55-59 years. 3 2 4 3 97 33
60-64 years , 3 0 4 9 57 38
65 years and over 2 4 7 1 30 61

Source Bureau of Labor Statistics, Current Population Survey

In conclusion, one needs to be careful when analyzing the statement
that older workers tend to be "okerrepresented" among discouraged
workers Such a finding is to be expected when Ilk. potential pool of
discouraged workers includes all those outside OK .,_bor force, a group
that accounts for the majority of the older population. The real prob-
lem of discouragement, howtner, may I._ understated by the official
measure. For many retirees, the types of job offers aailable to oldet
workers arc at such odds NA, ith their job market aspirations that they
may not e' en consider employment an option. In addition, Social Secu-
rity and private pension rules often ptoNide substantial disincentrLes to
work after retirement. (See chapter 3.) Thus, some indi iduals w. ho
report that they "do not want a job now" could be responding to w hat
they perceive as the prevailing conditions of employment
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Displacement

CPS displaced worker survey. Older workers, hke workers of other
ages, have been affected by structural changes in the economy. These
include changing demographics, increased foreign competition, and
long-term shifts in the industrial structure of employment. Special sup-
plements to the Current Population Survey conducted m 1984 and 1986
found that about 5 million experienced worke:,, lost their jobs as a
result of plant closings, slack work, or the abolition of a job or shift
during the 5 years preceding each survey (Horvath, 1987, and Fkm
and Sehgal, 1985) The January 1986 supplement found that 950,000 of
these displaced workers were age 55 or older. (See table 6.) Thus, older
workers constituted almost one-fifth of all displaced orkers identified
in the supplement.

The tabulation below, presents displacement rates for workers in 1984
by age:

Age Displacement rate

TOTAL
1 63

25-34 years ..
1 95

35-44 years ..
1 54

45-54 years.
1 33

55 years and over
1 57

Source Bureau of Labor Statistics. January 1986 Current Population Survey supplement

These represent the proportion of workers with 3 years of employer
tenure who were displaced from their jobs. That year was chosen be-
cause it was felt to provide the most accurate single-year measure of
displacement of the 5 years recorded in the January 1986 survey-1981
to 1985 7 (Rates cannot be derived for the entire period, since a 5-year
employment total--the necessary denominatorcould not be estimat-
ed ) The appropriate denominator in such a calculation would be the
number of employed persons in January 1984 who had at least 3 years

7 The earlier years may understate displacement because of problems of
recall (such events may be reported to have occurred more recently than
they actually did) and the yei immediately preceding the survey may be in-
flated because persons who will eventually be recalled to their Jobs may. at
the time of the survey, perceive their displacement as permanent.
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of tenure Since employer tenure data Nere not collected in 1984,

tenure distributions for each age group %%ere taken from a 1983 supple-
ment to the CPS and applied to the 1984 displacement data. (Apply ing
the tenure distribution from 1987, the next, and most recent, surey.
pros ides essentially the same relame displacement rates bet een age
groups in 1984 as do the 1983 tenure data.)

Table 6. Employment status of displaced workers ' by sex and age, January
1986

Percent distribution by emplcyment status

Sex and age
Number
(thou
sands) Total Employed Unemployed

Not In
labor
force

TOTAL
Total, 20 years and over 5,130 100 0 66 9 178 153

20-24 years 222 100 0 69 1 23 2 77
25-54 years 3,950 100 0 72 5 18 1 94
55-64 years 789 100 0 474 176 35.0

65 years and over 169 100 0 23 4 43 72 4

Men
Total, 20 years and over 3,321 100 0 70 9 18.6 105

20-24 years 146 100 0 74 1 20 4 55
25-54 years 2,605 100 0 76 1 196 44
55-64 years . 482 100 0 50 2 153 34.5

65 years and over . 87 100 0 24 5 62 69 3

Women
Total, 20 years and over 1,810 100 0 59 6 16 2 24.1

20-24 years .... 76 100 0 59 6 28 7 11 8

25-54 years 1,345 100 0 65 7 15 2 19 0

55-64 years 307 100 0 43 1 21 2 35 8

65 years and over 82 100 0 22 2 2 2 75 6

' Data refer to persons with tenure of 3 years or more who lost or left a job between January
1981 and January 1986 because of plant closings or moves, slack work, or the abolishment of
their positions or shifts

Source Bureau of Latiu, ._itatistA,s, January 7956 Current Population Survey displaced worker
supplement

In 1984, %kw ketN age 55 and (Aer had displacement rates that cre
almost idciitical to those of \Norkers ages 35 to 44 and slightly aboke
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those of workers ages 45 to 54. That may seem surprising, in that older
workers are generally perceived as being more insulated from layoff

Table 7. Displaced workers' by reason for lob loss, sex, and age, January
1986

Sex and age
Total

displaced
(thou-
sands)

Percent distribution by reason for Job loss

Plant or
Position or

Total company Slack shiftclosed or work abolishedmoved

TOTAL
Total, 20 years and over 5,130 100 0 547 312 140

20-24 years 222 100.0 56 8 30 4 12 8
25-54 years 3,950 100 0 52 2 33 9 13 9
55-64 years 789 100.0 65 0 20 5 14 5
65 years and over 169 100 0 64 0 21.0 14 9

Men
Total, 20 years and over 3,321 100.0 53 7 34 5 11 8

20-24 years 146 100.0 58 3 32.2 9 5
25-54 years 2,605 100 0 51 3 37.1 11 5
55-64 years. . 482 100 0 64 4 22 7 12 8
65 years and over 87 100 0 57.0 24 2 18 9

Women
Total, 20 years and over 1,810 100 0 56 7 25 3 18.0

20-24 years. 76 100 0 54 0 27 0 19.1
25-54 years 1,345 100 0 53 9 27 5 186
55-64 years . 307 100 0 65 9 170 17.1
65 years and over 82 100 0 71 6 17 7 108

' Data refer to persons with tenure of 3 years or more who lost or left a lob between January
1981 and January 1986 because of plant closings or moves, slack work, or the abolishment of
their positions or shifts

Source Bureau of Labor Statistics, January 1986 Current Population Survey displaced worker
supplement

than their younger counterparts On the other hand. a larger proportion
of the displacement reported by older workers 1,an by younger ones
(in the entire 5-year sample) \%. as the result of plant closings, events
from which seniority offers no protection. In fact, two-thirds of the
older displaced \korkers cited plant closings as the cause for their dis-
placement. (See table 7.) Older \%. omen, because of their much shorter
akerage tenure than men, rarely enjoy e'en the limited protection af-
forded by seniority Also, declining industriesfrom v Inch workers are
most likely to be displaced -tend to has e an older age profile than
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growing industries. For example, in 1987, 18 percent of workers in
manufacturing were ages 45 to 54, compared to only 11 and 13 percent,
respectively, in the faster-growing retail and business and repair serv-
ices industries Thus, their concentration in declining industries puts
older workers at a relatively high risk for losing their jobs.

Other measures of displacement. No national sill ey provides a com-
plete count of job loss; the CPS, for example, limits the count of job
losers to those w ho are not working but who are actively looking for
work. However, the National Longitudinal Survey (NLS) of Mature
Men has been used by Parties et al (1977, 1981) to document the extent
of job loss among long-service male workers between 1966 and 1975.
While somewhat old, these data and the authors' analysis are still useful
in the unemployment discussion. Amon men who were ages 55 to 69
in 1976, 1 in 14 had lost a job in v.ilich he had been employed at least 5
years during the previous 10 years. This represented about half a mil-
lion such men in the population.

Like displaced worker data from the CPS. the NLS data show that
permanent displacement hit men in all occupational groups, irrespective
of educational background or job tenure. Shapiro and Sande:II (1984),
also using NLS data, analyzed all job losses, rather than Just those from
long-term service, and found that a disproportionate share of job loss
occurred among workers with short tenure.

Data issues

The Current Population Survey and other data sources provide a wide
range of measures of labor m,uket performance of older workers.
Proper analysis of these data, however, requires that their precise con-
cepts and definitions be understood.

By itself, the unemployment rate is clearly not sufficient as a measure
of the relative job market difficulties faced by older and younger work-
ers. Unemployment rates for workers in their fifties and sixties are
much lower than those of workers in their twenties and thirties. This is
partly because older workers are less apt to leave a job voluntarily to
search for another But there is also the question of semouty. Many an-
alysts believe that older workers vs ho has e seniority are protected
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against job loss. Such a line of reasoning, how eer, assumes that job
loss is less likely for older workers than for younger on , a condusion
that cannot be in de from unemployment statistic. Unemployment is a
better proxy for job loss for other groups--men in their thirties and for-
ties, for example. This is largely because many older job losers ax old
unemployment by withdrawing from the labor force, an option not fea-
sible for most younger workers. While unemployment stat:ttics are an
excellent measure of job search acts x ityexactly what they are de-
signed to betheir use for other purposes is limited. Other measures of
labor market problems, mentioned earlier, arc similarly limited in that
intergroup differences are often difficult to interpret.

The best data currently axailable on job loss of workers of different
ages those obtained from sex eral supplements to the Current Popula-
tion Surxey on permanent displacementindicate that older workers
may suffer nearly as much job loss as younger ones. This suggests that
other factors may offset any athantages seniority pros ides to older
workers. These data on displacement are collected infrequently, they
only count certain types of job loss, and their 5-year retrospective
nature presents some technical problems.

The most important longitudinal data base for this type of analysis
the National Longitudinal Sur% cy (NLS)--was specifically designee to
measure many of the labor market problems experienced by older
workers. It permits analysis of problems as indixiduals age, but does not
permit comparison of labor market problems of surxey participants
with those of workers in other age groups. Furthermore, the NLS
panels on mature men were discontinued in the early 1980's, leaxing
only information on labor market dexelopments of a younger group of
women The biggest ad% antage of longitudinal panel surxeys is that, by
following the same people over an extended period of tune, they can be
used to examine the oincome,s, such as changes in earnings or labor
force status, of xarious labor market ex ents experienced by
For that purpose, the NLS data are utilized extensixely in this report.
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Outcomes of Unemploym 'nt and Displacement
What happens to older workers when they lose a job or become unem-
ployed^ With younger workers, the eventual outcome of unemploment
is usually employment. Partkularly among men in the central ages of
25 to 54, few have resources that allow them to spend an extended
period of time out of the labor force The receipt of unemployment in-
surance may allow workers to finance job search for some period of
time, but eventually, the vast majority of these, workers will find em-
ployment.

For older workers, the scenario may be very different. As shown in
table 8, the probabilities of an unemployed ptrson lea,ing the labor
force increase sharply around retirement age. Fully 43 percent of both
unemployed men and women age 65 and over, for example, were not in
the labor force after being unemployed the previous month. This corn -

pared with only 11 percent of the men between the ages of 25 and 54.
In addition, the probability of finding a job tends to be lowt_r for older
workers than for younger ones. (See footnote 6.)

Table 8. Labor force status in current month of persons unemployed in
previous month by sex and age, 1987 annual averages

(Percent distribution)

Sex and age Total Employed Unemployed
Not in
labor
force

Men
25-54 years 100 0 29.1 60 0 10.9
55-59 years . 100 0 23 6 62 4 140
60-64 years 100 0 173 55.8 26 9
65 years and over ... 100 0 19 1 38 3 42 6

Women
25-54 years 100 0 24 0 51 1 24 8
55-59 years . 100 0 21 6 51 5 26 8
60-64 years 100 0 20 6 46 0 34 9
65 years and over.. 100 0 143 39 42 9

Source Bureau of Labor Statistics Current Population Survey gross flows data
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Duration of unemployment

One of the most important issues related to job loss is the amount of
time persons spend unemployed w hen they do look for work. That
older job losers have longer durations of unemployment than do young-
er ones is usually considered a truism For example, a National Com-
mission for Employns,..nt Policy (1985) report stated. "While persons
over 45 have the lowest unemployment rates, when they do lose their
jobs they take longer to find new onessit least up to age 60, w hen
retirement rather than continued job search becomes a standard
option." The data presented here suggest that, wink that statement
might be true, the evidence is ambiguous.

Recent data on duration of unemployment for workers of various
ages come directly, or can be den' ed, from a number of sources, in-
cluding: 1) the regular monthly CPS, 2) the CPS gross flows data, 3)
the work experience supplement to the CPS, and 4) the Survey of
Income and Program Participation (SIPP). Each of these data sources
allows for the estimation of duration of unemployment, Iliiwever, the
findings regars:sng age differences are often unclear or even contradic-
tory. Although the discussion that follows is somewhat lengthy, it is

V*arr,inted since a basic premisethe positive relationship between age
and duration of unemploymentand its interpretation are in question.

The 'now* CPS. The most often uscs: data on duration of unemploy-
ment for persons of arious age groups are the only regularly published
data on that topic, winch come from the monthly CPS. As shown in
table 9, these data indicate a steadily rising median duration of unem-
ployment with age, up until age 65. Durations among workers age 65
and older are held (or brought) down by the high probability of job-
seekers that age ending their search by leaving the labor force.

These CPS data refer to the amount of time that persons who are
currently unemployed have been looking for work. Thus, they do not
measure the length of a completed spell of unemployment, rather, they
measure flu: current length of an in-progress spell Such data may tell
little about the eventual length of a completed spell.

Gross flows. CPS gross flows data can be used to estimate the duration
of a completed spell of unemployment. SinLe these data match the
labor fois..., status of individuals in Lonsecutive months, the probabilities
of a person w ho was unemployed in a given month ending that spell of
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Table 9. Median duration of in-progress spells of unemployment by sex and
age, 1987 annual averages

(In weeks)

Age Men Women

16-19 years 4 4 4.0

20-24 years 63 46
25-34 years 84 61
35-44 years 10.8 68
45-54 years 124 73
55-64 years....... 132 79
65 years and over 81 65

Source Bureau of Labor Statistics. Current Populabon Survey

unemployment trj the next month can be estimated, as was done in
tables 4 and 8. The technique used to ion' cit these probabilities into
estimates of the duration of a completed spell of unemployment is de-
scribed in the appendix.

Table 10 pros ides estimates of the expected duration in 1, eeks of a
completed spell of unemployment for workers in carious age groups.
The results indicate that. unlike in the basic CPS data, duration may
not go up with age, in fact, in 1987, durations for men 1, ere flat
through age 59 and cleaned thereafter. Using this technique, Rones
(1983) found that (we' the entire 1966-81 period, men age 60 and over
had an estimated duration of a completed spell of unemplo;ment that
was about 1 week shorter than that for men ages 25 to 44.

But the CPS gross flows data in table 8 also show that man} older
jobseckers end their job searLh without finding work In fact, for men
in the oldest age groups and for w omen of all ages, more spells of un-
employment are ended u, lab°, fore withdrawal than in employment
In this cakulation, such labor force withdrawal series to lower the ex-
pected durations of uncinpk)y mein fur (Adel workers rani\ e to young-
er' ones.

11, 1, ould happen if this cakulation ere limited to those N ho ac-
tual!) em from unemployment to employment? Table 10 also presents
an estimate of the expected &imam of a completed spell of unemploy-
ment that is linutet to those Nk ho find a job. Silk C the likelihood of
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Table 10. Expected duration of a completed spell of unemployment and a
successfully completed spell by sex and age, 1987 annual averages

Sex and age

Expected duration (in weeks)
1

Successfully
Completed spell completed spell
of unemployment of

unemployment i

Men
25-34 years 103 124
35-44 years 11 2 13.5
45-54 years 11 5 14.9
55-59 years ... 11 4 157
60-64 years . 97 18.2
65 years and over 70 129

Women
25-34 years .... 8 7 13 5
35-44 years 8.9 13.5
45-54 years . 8 7 13 2
55-59 years 8 9 14.5
60-64 years . 7,7 13.9
65 years and over 7 5 16 1

, Expected duration for spells ending in employment

Source Bureau of Labor Statistics. Current Population Surveygross flows data

going from unemployed to employed is lower for older male jobseekers
than for younger ones, the expected durations of successfully completed
spells are higher for the older groups. This finding, then, supports the
contention that older jobseekers may take longer to find a job, though
it is not clear to what extent this is related to employers', or to jobseek-
ers', preferences or behavior. The relatively short durations of unem-
ployment for men age 65 and over might suggest that they have an
easier time finding employ ment (the part-time jobs for which they look
may he more plentiful than the full-time ones sought by younger work-
ers) On the other hand, it may mean that an individual's job search be-
havior and alternatives to employment may be as important as employ-
ers' preferences in determining the outcome of unemployment.

The CPS work experience .supplement. Each March, the CPS includes a
series of supplemental questions on labor force acti ity during the pre-
vious calendar yearincluding weeks employed. weeks unemployed,
and weeks out of the labor force Unemployment may involve more
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than one spell, and older and younger persons with unemployment are
about equally likely to halve had more than one jobless spell. As shown
in table 11, for the recessionary year 1982 and for 1987. there were not
large differences in the number of weeks of unemployment across the
age spectrum, although the medians are highest for 55-to 64-year-olds.
In fact, in either measurethe median time unemployed or the percent
unemployed 15 weeks or morefew differences exist between age
groups.

Table 11. Median weeks of unemployment and percent unemployed 15
weeks or more by sex and age, 1982 and 1987

Sex and age

Median weeks of
unemployment
experienced

1982 1987

Men
25-34 years 173 146
35-44 years . 175 14 5

45-54 years 17 1 15 9
55-64 years 17 9 17 1

65 years and over 177 146

Women
25-34 years .... 13 9 11 3
35-44 years 14 1 12 2
45-54 years 14 6 13 9
55-64 years .. . 17 1 14 4

65 years and over 14 4 12 4

Percent
unemployed 15
weeks or more

1982 1987

53.0 45.7
52 7 44.8

1

51.1 48.6
1 52.5 51.4

546 462

44 5 35 2
44 5 38 7
45 3 42.0
47 7 44.7
45.5 41.4

Source Bureau of Labor Statistics, March 1983 and 1988 CPS work experience supplements

Survey of laconic and Program Participation (SIPP). Data from the
SIPP were used to estimate the length of a completed spell of unem-
ployment for Mr orkers w hose entire spell of unemployment took place
within the (roughly) 1 year cokcied by the mailable data. R (Spells that

8 Unemployment spell,' Lan he interrupted by short spells of employment
or periods out of the labor forLe lasting no more than a fem, weeks at a time

Continued
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had started prior to the survey period or had continued beyond it were
not counted because the full length of those spells could not be calcu-
lated ) In line with the CPS work experience data, there seems to be
little relationship between age and duration of job ,earch, although, for
men, durations are slightly higher above age 55. (See table 12. Note
that these data are in months, not weeks, as in the CPS measures.) In
addition, there appears to be no difference whether one looks at all
completed spells or just those that ended in employment. This implies
that spells ending in labor force withdrawal tend to last just as long as
those ending in employment.

Persons who drop out of the labor force w ithout finding a job are
different from those w ho persevere in their job search until they find
employment. As reported by Fraker (1983) in his analysis of Retirement
History Survey data from the early 1970's, persons who drop out tend
to be those with prospects for the lowest wages or those with the
greatest amounts of nonw age income Those w ho find employment
either have the best prospects (which would give them a shorter dura-
tion) or the most need (a case could be made for this resulting in either
a long or short average duration of unemployment).

The SIPP data suggest that, on average, older workers take about the
same amount of time to find a job as younger ones, a finding which
conflicts with the CPS gross flows data. But are the SIPP findinF,; rea-
sonable' Many observers niterpret differences in duration of unemploy-
ment among age groups as reflecting primarily (or exclusively) the
demand for younger, rather than oldei, vv ot kers. However, the data in-
dicating that duration of' unetnployment may not he any longer for
older than for younger vvorkers ,uggest that other factors must also be
influential (The gross flows data also suggest this, as discussed in that
section ) In fact, supply factors may be just as unportant. On average,
an older jobseeker is likely to have more financial assets 9 (Ave!), et al,

The 1983-84 SIPP longitudinal research file is a preliminat file produced by
the Census Bureau on a !nuked basis to stimulate research that might mu-
prove understanding and analysis of longitudinal data from the SIPP. Esti-
mates produced from the file and findings based on those estimates should be
regarded as tentative

According to the Survey of Consumer Finances (Avery et al, 1984) both
older labor force participants and retirees over the age of 55 have consider-
ably higher mean and median levels of financial assets than do younger per-
sons These data do not, however, distinguish betveen unemployed and em-
ployed labor force participants.



1984), fewer financial responsibilities 10 (U.S. Bureau of the Census,
1988), and more nonw age income than a younger unemployed person.
For some older persons, these factors may make retirement possible, al-
lowing for an aborted job search. For others, these same factors may
prolong the job search, as older persons may he able to absorb the costs
of an extended period of unemployment. As a result, it is difficult to
determine what durations of unemployment mean for groups NA ho not
only face different job market offers, but NA ho also have different work
and nonwork options.

Thus, the data on duration of unemployment may not provide a
useful indication of how difficult it is for persons of various ages to find
work. Duration of unemployment measures how long people (who may
have very different job market motivations) have been looking for a
job, or how long they take to find one. The notion that older workers
have a harder time finding a job than do younger ones, while quite pos-
sibly true, is not clearly supported empirically.

Displacement

What happens to older workers w ho can be specifically identified as
having lost their jobs') The 1986 CPS displaced worker survey (men-
tioned earlier) showed that older displaced workers were less likely to
be reemployed and far more likely to be out of the labor force than
were their younger counterparts Those 55-to 64 years old were about
as likely as all displaced workers to be measured as unemployed, but
those 65 years or older were very much less likely to be. (See table 6.)

Among unemployed displaced workers, almost 30 percent of those 25
to 54 years of age reported that they w ere on layoffan indication that
the worker perceived some probability of recall. Only 21 percent of
older displaced workers (both sexes combined) w ere classified as on
layoff--not surprising when such a large proportion (two thirds) were
victims of plant closings. (See table 13.)

"According to the Census Bureau (1988), 4 of 5 "householders"ages 25
to 44 Ilse in families Lsnli related children under the age of 18 Only a third
of those ages 45 to 64 have dependent children, as do only 6 percent of
householders age 65 and over
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Table 12. Median duration of completed spells of unemployment in 1984 by,
sex and age

Sex and age

Median duration (in months)

Completed Successfully

spell of completed spell
ofunemployment unemployment

Men
25-34 years 3 3 3 3

35-44 years 3.4 3 4

45-54 years .... 3 3 3 4

55-61 years 4 1 3 9

62-64 years .... 3 7 3.8
65 years and over 4 0 3 4

Women
25-34 years 31 31
35-44 years 34 35
45-54 years .. 33 3.2

55-61 years 27 2.8

62-64 years . 3.5 27
65 years and over 28 2.5

Source U S Bureau of the Census Special file from Survey of Income and Program
Participation (See footnote 5)

Among persons who were no longer in the labor force, the reason
for nonpartu.ipation differed by age. Older displayed workers reported,
at a rate almost triple that of their younger counterparts, that the
reason they were not currently looking for a job V%, as that they thought
it would be impossible to find one That is, 17 percent of older displa-
cees who were out of the labor fore were discouraged workers, com-
pared to only about 6 percent in the central-age group. Those most
likely to be discouraged about the prospects of finding work were 55-to
64-year-olds.

Even among the reemployed, the impact of displacement is often
severe for older V%, orkers. Among those who had lost full-time wage
and salary jobs and V%, ho subsequently found full-time work, older per-
sons were more likely than others to have suffered a 20-percent or
greater loss in earnings relative to those in their precious job. Also,
they were less likely to be earning more than they had been before dis-
placement. (See table 14.)

Podgursky and SV%, aim (1987), using January 1984 displacement data,
also found thi,t, on aerage, persons w ith long tenure on their lost job
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Table 13. Percent distrioution of unemployed displaced workers by reason for
unemployment, sex, and age, January 1986

Sex and age
Total

unem-
ployed

Job losers

On layoff f Other

Job
leavers Entrants

Men
25-54 years 1 100 0 30 2 60 8 3 9 5 1

55 years and over 100 0 26.3 62 5 2 5 8.8

Women
25-54 years 100 0 26 3 i 55 6 4 9 13 2
55 years and over . I 100 0 15.2 75.8 0 0 9.1

Source Bureau of Labor Statistics, January 1986 Current Populatio.i Survey displaced worker
supplement

often had the most substantial earnings losses. Among employees with
many years of tenure, earnings losses were greatest for men in blue-
collar jobs, particularly for those in higher wage factory jobs.

Women accounted for slightly more than 40 percent of the displace-
ment of older workers measured in the January 1986 CPS survey. One
factor that increases women's vulnerability to such permanent job loss
is their concentration in manufacturmg industries that have been par-
ticularly hard hit by foreign competition. In 1987, Women accounted
for 33 percent of employment in all manufacturing industries, but 78
percent in apparel (and other textile products), 55 percent in leather
and leather products, and 48 percent in textile mill products. While
nearly 7 in 10 displaced workers in all industries \Nue woiking as of
the survey date, only 5 in 10 formerly employed in apparel and textiles
had found jobs. Fully 30 percent of workers displaced from those in-
dustries were out of the labor force.

Using NLS data on women who Were ages 45 to 59 in 1982, Gagen
(1987) found that "job loss led to an increase in omen's unemploy-
ment and to their lea\ mg the labor force, suggesting underutilization as
well as reduced labor supply are the legacies of displacement for
women (p. 170)." Wage deterioration is a problem for all groups of dis-
placed orkers, although perhaps less so for women than for men.
Older Women tend to have less eniplo er and oLci.pational tenure than
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do their male counterparts, and, hence, probably lose less in terms of
firm or occupation-specific human capital. Also, because women's eara-
ings in general are quite low, there is less room for wage erosion to
occur. " In the same study, Gagen also found, not surprisingly. that
women with relatively high wages before displacement were much
more likely to suffer wage declines thaw were women with low r -edis-
placement wages.

Although frequently cited as a severe problem for older workers,
changes in occupation subsequent to displacement occur slightly less
often among older workers than among workers ages 25 to 54. Nearly
half of reemployed displaced workers in both groups were in jobs at
least broadly similar to their old vocations. On the other hand, because
fewer older displacees actually return to work (perhaps many withdrew
from the labor force rather than accept such an occupational down-
grade), the proportion of all displaced workers employed in their old
profession is lower among older persons. Parnes et al (1981), in their
analysis of thf NLS cohort of middle-aged and older men, found that
job losers in that sample did experience a slide down the occupational
ladder. About 45 percent of the displaced workers were in jobs of
lower status in 1976 than in 1966, compared with 26 percent of a con-
trol group of nondisplaced workers. Similarly, the average hourly earn-
ings of displaced w orkers in 1976 were one-fifth below those for the
control group.

As was the case for all displaced workers identified in the CPS sup-
plement, Just under two-thirds of older w orkers w ho lost jobs received
unemployment insurance benefits. I-low eer, older workers more fre-
quently reported long-term (27 weeks or more) receipt of unemploy-
ment benefits and w ere less likely to moc to another city or county in
search of a new job.

Pensions or Social Security provided some cushion against more
severe hardships for many displaced older workers. As shown in table
15, just under tine -half of all displaced workers age 55 years and over
received a pension, Social Security benefits, or some combination of
both. Unemployed persons were those most likely to be without such
benefits, their continued job search w as, by implication, a reflection of
their lack of alternati e sources of income. Over three-quarters of dis-

" The data shown in table 14 may understate this effect Among women
Nk ho are slum n to hae experienced earnmgs losses of 20 percent or more,
losses may be more LonLentiated around that 20- percent mark than they are
for men
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Table 14. Percent distribution of displaced workers who lost full-time wage
and salary jobs between January 1981 and 1986, and who were reemployed
in January 1986, by earnings at new job, sex, and age

Sex and age

Reemployed in full-time wage and salary jobs

Earnings relative to lost job
,
' Equal

20 Below, or 20
Total percent but above, percent

or within but or
more 20 1 within more
below percent 20 above

' percent

TOTAL
25-54 years . 100 0 296 135 264 306
55 years and over 100 0 380

1 200 249 17.1

Men
25-54 years 100 0 31.3 129 260 29.8
55 years and over 100 0 423 178 276 123

Women
25-54 years 100 0 25 0 15 2 27 3 32.6
55 years and over 100 0 29 3 24 4 19 5 26 8

Source Bureau of Labor Statstics January 1985 Current Population Survey displaced worker
supplement

placed older workers who !eft the work force had some pension and/or
Social Security income Cen among the currently employed, about a
third of older displaced workers received pensions ur Social Security
benefits or, infrequently, both. In contrast. x irtually none of the dis-
placed workers ages 25 to 54 years received retirement benefits.

In summary, the limited information available on the subject suggests
that displacement from a job, and particularly a career. often has very
serious long term effects on workers' eLonomic security. While many
quickly recover by promptly acquiring another job at comparable
wages, many others experience ext,,aled periods of unemployment. find
jobs in new occupations in which their earning power is greatly re-
duced. or even withdraw from the labor force. From one point of
view. older workers aic most negatively affected by displacement, be-
cause they rarely have the opportunity to recoup the associated losses.
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Thus, displacement late in one's Nkorklife often has a permanent nega-
tive economic effect.

The outcomes of older NA, orkers' displacement appear, in general, to
be worse than those of younger job losers. Older w orkers are more
likely than young ones to lease the labor force and to cite labor mai ket
discouragement as their reason for not looking for work. For some,
however, such labor force withdrawal, w hen accompanied by pension
resources, is a "luxury" not available to younger job losers. Still,
having the retirement option does not indicate that an indis idual has
been spared serious negative consequences of losing a job. Pension
amounts for those NA, orkers probably pros ide only a fraction of predis-
placement earnings.

Researchers hate stressed that retirement, particularly w hen coupled
with some form of pension receipt, provides a socially acceptable way
for some workers to deal with problems of chronic unemployment
(Bould, 1980, and Griffith, 1984). They stress that policies related to re-
tirement prior to age 65 should take into account the role of unemploy-
ment in pushing workers out of the labor force into early retirement.

Table 15. Percent distribution of pension receipt of displaced and
nondisplaced workers by labor force status and age, January 1986

Age and pension status
Total

D' N2

Employed

N=

Unemployed

N=

Not in
labor
force

D' N2

25-54 years 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Pension, no Social Security 2 2 2 1 3 1 4 3
Social Security, no pension 1 2 (1) 1 1 2 1 8

Both (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) 1

Neither 97 96 98 98 96 , 96 95 89

55 years and over 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Pension, no Social Security 17 6 17 7 10 9 20 5

Social Security, no pension . 18 42 12 16 6 19 28 53
Both .. 13 20 3 5 3 5 28 26
Neither 52 33 68 72 82 67 24 16

Displaced
2 Nondisplaced
(I) Less than 05 percent

Source Bureau of Labor Statisk.s. January 1986 current Population Survey displaced worker
supplement
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When they do find jobs, older w orkers are more likely to end up in
part-time employment than are younger ones Given the higher inci-
dence of voluntary part-time work among older persons in general,
however, this outcome is difficult to interpret. When reemployed at
full-time jobs, older workers are more likely to have experienced wage
losses, reflecting the higher levels of firm specific human capital they
lose due to displacement. Low wages of women in general probably
make wage loss less of an issue for older w omen than for men, but dis-
placed older women are those most likely to withdraw from the labor
force entirely.

Effects of recessions

Much of the information thus far in this report has related to recent
events and deelopments in the work forcee ents that have occurred
during an unusually long period of economic expansion. Eidence sug-
gests, however, that the incidence and severity of labor market prob-
lems experienced by older workers increase considerably in recessions.

Unemployment and displacement increase for all groups during reces-
sionary periods. Older workers' unemployment tends to rise at a slower
rate than that of central-age workers (see table 16), although it is not
clear whether the same can be said for job loss. For those older work-
ers who do experience unemployment or job loss during recessions, the
outcomes are often quite severe. As evidence, Shapiro and Sandell
(1984), using National Longitudinal Surrey data for older men, found
that the national unemployment rate had a profound effect on their
probabilities of labor force withdrawal and on the duration of unem-
ployment for those who chose to look for w ork. (Duration of unem-
ployment, of course, rises for all groups during a recession.) Likewise,
while they found little or no earnings reductions for reemployed job
losers during the period of Nsery low unemployment in the late 1960's,
losses si eraged about 6 percent for persons NS ho lost their jobs during
the 1970's. 12

12 rim calculation does nut int.lude earnings losses for the period without
work, or for persons who were unable to find a job
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Table 16. Percent increase in the number of unemployed persons during
various recessions, by age

Age
Recessions

1969-70 1973-75 1980 -822

20-24 years . 118 102 88
25-54 years . .. '07 128 145
55 years and over 97 97 90

' The peaks and troughs in unemployment jseascnally adjusted quarterly averages) for each age
group were used rather than the official peaks and troughs as designated by the National Bureau
of Economic Research

2 The period from early 1980 to late 1982 is treated as a single recession rather than as two
separate ones

Source Bureau of Labor Statistics. Current Population Survey

While other researchers have measured the effects of unemployment
on labor force withdrawal (Bould, 1980 and Griffith. 1984), they do not
compare that phenomenon user the business cycle. It can be inferred,
however, that, if older indmiduals who experience unemployment have
a high probability of retiring, then such a phenomenon occurs more fre-
quently in recessions, when more people arc unemployed.
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Special Problems of Older Women
Labor market reentry

Interest in labor market reentry by middle-aged and older w omen has
increased in recent years. Key questions ir,;lude. Why do w omen leave
the labor force and ...hy do they return? What happens to \1, omen who
seek employment after a period of absence from the labor force? How
many experience unemployment? What types of job offer ,rt. avail-
able? What kind of wages do they obtain' What barriers ,th.. face
to reemployment?

Women leave the labor force for many reasons. While re,aing chil-
dren is most frequently cited, many leave to care for ailing or elderly
family members or t3 move from one geographic location to another
often to accommodate a spouse's employment transfer (Shaw, I98).
Similarly, women enter the lal it force for diverse reasons. While some
seek employment primadly to gain personal satisfaction, most enter out
of economic necessityoften in response to widowhood or to separa-
tion and divorce. A husband's low earnings. disability, or unemploy-
ment can also precipitate women's labor market reentry.

Because understanding women's lab market txit and reentry behav-
ior requires that individuals be followed over an extended period of
time, the most useful data come from the Maional Longitudinal Survey
(NLS). One of the groups surveyed in the various NLS panels was the
mature women's cohort, who were ages 30 to 44 in 1967 and were be-
tween 50 and 64 when last irierviewed in 1987

Evidence from the NL.S points to a tremendous variation in these
women's worklife patterns and indicates that as many as tw 3-thirds may
have experienced reentry. Shaw (1986) found that among NLS re-
spondents, only 20 percent of women had worked continuously (26
weeks or more each year) from 1967 to 1982, while an even smaller
proportion, 13 percent, had no work experience at all. The remaining
67 percent exhibited various, patterns of labor force entry, withdrawal,
and/or reentry.

Labor force reently rates of adult w omen ha\ c risen substantially in
recent yearsthat is. those out of the labor force are more likely to
seek employment than they w ere in the past. AcLording to the CPS
gross flows data, in 1970, 6.1 percent of all women in their late thirties
and early forties w ho were out of the labor furze in an average month
had entered by the following month. I3y 1987, that rate had increased
to 10.4 percent. This measure of labor force reentry also increased for
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%% omen in their late forties and fifties, but declined slightly for those
age 60 and over.

It is important to note that the experiences of members of the NLS
mature %% omen's cohort may be unique to their generation. These
women first entered the labor force m the 1940's and 1950's, %1 her most
women were not usually expected or encouraged to %% ark. Marital
souas often determined their work adisity, and %% omen reentering the
labor force had a wide range of employment experiences. Also, black
women were much more likely to has e worked than were white
women.

In the future, reentrants will has e had more work experience than
those before them. Women in their twenties and thirties today has e a
much stronger work attachment than did their mothers or grandmoth-
ers when they were that age, in 1987, 7 in 10 1, omen between the ages
of 25 and 34 were in the labor force, twice the proportion three dec-
ades earlier. Also, in the future, sal-lans by marital status and race
will be much less dramatic (Herz, 1988).

Unemployment among reentrants. In 1987, more than a third of all
female jobseekers age 45 and older reported that they %% ere entering the
labor force (primarily as reentrants but also a few as first-timers). This
is more than twice the proportion of entrants among unemployed men.
In an average week, roughly 180,000 women age 45 and user %% ere un-
employed entrants.

While it is often assumed that labor force reentry necessarily ins ols es
unemployment, research using the NLS found that only about a third
of female reentrants in 1972 experienced a period of unemployment
before finding a job (Jones, 1983). Most MO% ed directly into employ-
ment from out of the labor forceperhaps by being offered a job
through friends or other contacts, of by returning to a presious job. In
general, the fewer years of work experience and education a woman
had completed, the gi eater %% ere her dunces of being unemployed at
reentry.

Unfoiuately, the women most likely to experieuLe unemployment
tend to be those with the' fewest iesources to finance a job search.
Women %1 ho are reentering the %% (nk force after Ws orce or their nus-
band's death, for example, often do not has e recent work experience
(some do not has e any) and may lack the money needed to support
themselves or their children during a prolonged job search.
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Wages at reentry. The wages of reentrants may be lower than those
of continuous workers for a number of reasons. First, women who take
time out of the labor force lose work experiencewhich generally
leads to higher earnings. Second, NN orkers may suffer some degree of
"skill depreciation," making them le,,s attractse to employers esen in
their old occupations. And third, leasing the labor force ceases the ac-
crual of firm-specific human capital. In other words, in a new job, a
worker is often "starting over."

Estimates of wage loss at reentry have varied widely. Applebaum
(1981) found that years of schooling completed, post-school insestments
in human capital (especially completing a training program), and types
of jobs held prior to leasing the labor force all affected the level of
wages and prestige of jobs women held after reentry.

The effect of skill depreciation may be minimal Most studies have
found that w hen female reentrants arn paid less at a new job than they
were before they left the labor force, they quickly catch up (Shaw,
1982 and 1983). The fact that many women earn s ery low wages both
prior to leaving the labor force and again upon reentrance indicates
that the widespread employmit of women, especially older women, in
low-wage jobs, is probably of greater concern than is wage loss due to
reentry.

Low-wage employment and occupational segregation

Job search is often defined as successful if a job is found, although esen
such success may lease women on the economic magin. As table 17
illustrates, in 1987, women age 16 and oser W ho worked full time and
year round had median annual earnings of $17,047, 65 percent of men's
($26,312) Earnings were highest for women in the 35 to 44 age group,
at $19,319, but were still well below those for men the same ages.

Older women earned even less than women in the central age
groupthose in their late fifties or early sixties earned $16,721, and
those 65 or older, $15,200. Furthermore, these full-time, year-round
earnings wcre higher than those reversed by the ak erage older woman
worker, as most ON er age 61 worked either part time, part year, or
both.
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Table 17. Median annual earnings of year-round, full-time workers by sex and
age, 1987

Age
Both

sexes Men Women

16 years and over 521,823 526,312 517,047

16-24 years... 13,143 13,996 12,591

25-34 years 20,753 23,603 17,237

35-44 years 25,545 30,514 19,319

45-54 years..... 25,657 32,397 18,356

55-64 years . . 23,959 30,031 16,721

65 years and over.. 19,418 25,382 15,200

Source Bureau of Labor Statistics, March 1988 Current Population Survcy income supplement

Recent media attention has focused on mox ement into nontraditional
jobs; yet women are still concentrated in a few low-paying occupations.
Fully half of women in their late twenties and early thirties, and 6 of 10
of those age 55 and older, are currently employed in three traditionally
female job categoriesretail sales, administratixe support (including
clerical), and services (Herz, 1988) These jobs are often low-skilled and
pay wages that are well below axerage. In 1987. the median earnings of
all year-round, full-time workers in retail sales were $12,508, in adminis-
trative support, $17,207; and in services, $13,571. In contrast, the na-
tional ax erage for all occupations 1, as $21,680. Prix ate household jobs,
in which older black women predominate, paid only $6,955about
equal to the annualized minimum wage. Thus, for many 1,otnen, the
best possible job search outcomefinding a jobprovides only a mar-
ginal level of economic security.

Sexeral explanations }luxe been offered for women's occupational
segregation and low wages. Human capital explanations stress the im-
portance of educational lexels and work experience These supply-side
explanations also suggest that some women may only be willing to take
jobs that are compatible V1, tth home responsibilities, such as in serx ices
and education. Demand-side explanations usually stress discrimination,
such as in hiring and promotion policies (Roos and Reskin, 1984)

From a human capital standpoint, older w omen are probably at the
greatest disach antage in the labor market, on ax erage, they have less
experience than men and less educatioa than both men and younger
women. In 1987, as table 18 illustrates, 4 in 10 1, omen age 55 or older
had not completed high school, compared to only 1 in 10 women be-
tween ages 25 and 34. Only 9 percent of ol6er women had completed 4
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or more years of college, this compared with 16 percent of men age 55
and older and 22 percent of young (25 to 34) women. Educational at-
tainment was especially low among black women age 55 or older, with
fully 66 percent having less than a high school education.

Table 18. Educational attainment of the population by sex and selected ages,
March 1988

(Percent distribution)

Years of school completed

Men

25-34
years

1

55 years
and over

Women

25-34
; years

1 55 years
1 and over

i

TOTAL .... 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0

High school:
Less than 4 years 149 40.7 125 39.9
4 years 403 31.6 429 392

College: .. .. . . . ...

1 to 3 years 19 8 11 2 22.1 11 5
4 years or more 25 0 1

1

16 4 1 22 4 9 4

Source Bureau of Labor Statistics, March 1988 Current Population Survey

Explanations for women's occupational segregation also focus on em-
ployers' preferencessuch as for a homogeneous work forceand on
formal and informal policies that discriminate on the basis of sex. Even
policies that are not intended to be discriminatory, such as promotions
based on seniority and preferences for k e t et arts, often work against the
advancement of women. Also, jobs held by white men are most likely
to prole ide training, w hich iesults in their career advancement (Hoff-
man, 1981) Hence, their employment in low -wage jobs is often only
temporary The jobs held by k omen (and black men), in contrast, often
lack such training opportunities, and career adkancement is frequently
more lateral than upward, locking workers into relatikt'y low-paid em-
ployment (Roos and Reskin, 1984)

The extent of sex discrimination is extremely difficult to measure, al-
though it is clear that women currently in their forties, fifties, and six-
ties hale e experienced more mert sex discrimination than other groups.
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Prior to the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, employers could
advertise positions under sex-labeled classifications. Also, Title VII of
the Act made illegal protective labor laws that limited the types of jobs
women could hold and the number of hours the., could work (National
Research Council, 1986, chapter 3). Still, despite legal protections
against sex discrimination, researchers have found little decline in occu-
pational segregation in recent years, what small changes have occurred
have been limited to young women (National Research Council, 1986,
chapter 2).

Older women maN also he subject to age discrimination, particularly
in hiring. A study of age discrimination cases filed under the Age Dis-
crimination in Employment Act found that lawsuits filed by oldei
women were most often for discrimination in hiring and promotion,
while older men cited involuntary retirement or termination more often
(McConnell, 1983). This reflects the fact that older women are much
more likely than older men to be out of the labor force, and,.hence, to
be subject to hiring discrimination. Informal networks and employers'
contact systems used in hiring are likely to exclude older women, who
have often been out of the labor force for sexeral years and who may
have had only minimal work experience. Finally, promotion systems
that favor long service workers are not helpful to middle-aged or older
women who have had fewer y ears of w ork expei ience or have changed
employers upon returning to the labor force. (See chapter 3 for a fur-
ther discussion of age discrimination.)
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CHAPTER 3.
Institutional Impediments to Employment of Older

Workers
Much of the discussion of job market problems presented in this report
relates to workers ho haYe lost a job in which they had some career
inestment. Most workers, howeYer, end their careers by receiving any
expected pension benefits at the expected time and retiring. And, as
often reported, the age of retirement has fallen steadily Early retire-
menta term often used to describe retirement that occurs before the
age of 65has become the norm. In fact, almost 4 of every 5 workers
who obtained their initial awards for Social Security benefits in 1986
were between the ages of 62 and 64, and the vast majority were 62
(Social security Administration, 1987). Similarly, BLS data show that,
by age 6., almost half of all men are completely out of the labor force
(they are neither working nor looking for work) and by age 64, three-
fifths are "retired" by that definition.

The majority of retirements are abrupt, largely reflecting the attrac-
tiveness of retirement to many v., ho have worked since Yery young
ages. Still, a sizable share of workers prior to retirement age indicate
that they would prefer a phased retirement. Harris (1981), for example,
found that 36 percent of workers age 55 and oYer said tht they would
nrefer to retire gradually as opposed to stopping work completely. Jon-
irow et al (1987) also cite a number of studies that report workers'
preference for phased retirement. A common finding is that the majori-
ty of workers who say that they would like to work part time beyond
their normal retirement age want to remain in either their same line of
work or with the same employer Workers quite accurately perceive
that their value to their current employer is much greater than it would
be to a new one, particularly in a MAN occupation. Also, like most
worker's, they are prubably more comfortable with their current em-
ployer than they would be with a no, one. In fact, while relatiYely few
Social Security beneficiaries Nrkork, among those employed part time,
more than half of women and a third of men had stayed with the same
employer (lams, 1987).

Many of those who would prefer to hate a phased retirement do not
have that opportunity. Litho because of unanticipated eYents, such as a
disability or illness or a change in family responsibilities, or because of
employers' preferences and pension rules that make such hours reduc-
tions impractiLal This chapter disLusscs Yarious institutional disincen-
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tives to work at older ages. It is divided into three sections: 1) the
impact of Social Security regulations and pension policies on work ac-
tivity, 2) the market for part-time jobs after retirement, and 3) age dis-
crimination.
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Social Security Regulations and
Pension Plan Provisions
A worker is unlikely to postpone retirement, or to w ork after retire-
ment, if it makes little or no financial sense to do so. Since private and
public pension regulations and policies often disallow or penalize work
past a certain age, persons who might work under different rules do not
do so under those in effect, While Social Secuiity regulations have been
modified in recent years to eliminate sonic of the built-in disincentives
to employment, private pensions have trended in the other direction,
making early retirement increasingly attractive. Hew do such rules and
regulations influence workers' decisions on whether or not and how
much to work?

Social Security

By the late 1970's, it had become apparent that the Social Security
system would be facing serious financial diffiLuities in the 1980's and
beyond. Expenditures of the Old Age, Survivors. and Disability Insur-
ance (OASDI) program had exceeded revenues since 1975. The pro-
gram needed approximately $150-$200 billion to continue to be finan-
cially viable through the 1980's, and deficits over the next 75 years
were estimated at 1.8 percent of taxable payrolls A series of quick leg-
islative measures (such as reallocation of Social Security program
funds) were passed at the same time that broad reforms to improve the
system were being developed. In 1982, the bipartisan National Commit-
tee on Social Security Reform prodded recommendations for sweeping
reforms. The resulting legislationthe Social Security Amendments of
1983included several reforms designed to reduce disincentives to
work and to encourage older persons to remain in the labor force
(Svahn and Ross, 1983). How the current program works, what evi-
dence of work disincentives exists, and long-term reforms to the pro-
gram and their potential effects are discussed below.

How the current program works. Social Security benefits are a function
of lifetime earnings In determining benefits, annual earnings between
1951 and the year of retirement are averaged and adjusted for inflation
to derive an Average Index of Monthly Earnings (AIME). A benefit
formula is then applied to this AIME to determine an individual's full
benefit amountor Primary Insurance Amouth (PIA). The percentage
of the PIA that an individual actually receives depends on both age of
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retirement and, if he or she continues to work, ckiiient earnings (Social
Security Administration, 1987).

Currently, indixiduals are eligible to receix e full benefits (equal to
100 percent of PIA) at age 65the "normal" retirement age defined in
the Social Security program. Reduced benefits equal to 80 percent of
the PIA are available at age 62. For exery month after age 62 that re-
ceipt is deferred, the 20 percent early retirement penalty is reduced by
0.56 percent (or 6.67 percent per year) so that the full PIA level is
earned at age 65. If an indixidual chooses to continue working beyond
age 65, he or she receives a delayed retirement credo; of 3 percent per
year. For example, a person working (and deferring Social Security re-
ceipt) to age 68 could expect to recene benefits equal to 109 percent of
his/her determired PIA.

Workers may earn up to a specified exempt amount before their
Social Security benefits are reduced. Currently, Social Security recipi-
ents younger than age 65 can earn up to $6,120, after which their bene-
fit amount is reduced by $1 for exei y $2 earned. Workers bc'ween ages
65 and 70 can earn $8,400 before being subject to benefit reductions.
After age 70, the earnings test no longer applies (Social Security Ad-
ministration, 1987).

Disincentives to work. Studies haze been conthicted that examine the
extent to which these rules may limit the work actixity of older p
sons. A recent study by Fields and Mitchell (1987) examined the benefit
stream available to an "illustratix e" worker at carious retirement ages
in 1982. The researchers found that, although the lex el of benefits in-
creased for each year of additional work, gains from additional benefits
were more than offset by the fewer number of years of benefit receipt.
In fact. the present %attic of total future benefits for a person who con-
tinued working until age 68 was only 90 percent of that for a worker
who retired at age 60. This "penalty" for retiring at 68 is largely the
result of the 3-percent delayed retirement credit, which is far below the
actuarially neutral level (the lecl at which the A, alue of benefits for an
average worker would be the same regardless of when he or she re-
tires). Thus, they concluded, the current system pros ides incentix es to
retire before the age of 65 rather than after. Other studies (Hall and
Johnson, 1980; Burkhat.ser, 1980) have found similar results.

The impact of the earnings test on \WI k actixity has also been widely
examined. One study found that male Social Security beneficiaries in
1982 had median ea' lungs of $4,391 Just below the $4,400 earnings test
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level that year Beneficiaries bet een ages 65 and 71, w ho could earn
up to $6,000 before benefits were reduced, " consistently had higher
earnings than recipients younger than age 65 (lams, 1987). Median earn-
ings for men ages 65 to 71 were $5,460. Also, Burtless and Moffitt
(1985) found that workers kept postretirement hours to the level at
which total earnings equaled the exempt amount. Such an avoidance of
earnings in excess of the exempt amount is understandable. Not only
would half of any excess earnings be lost through Social Security re-
ductions, but earnings would also be subject to Federal, State, and local
income taxes as well as Social Security withholdings. Another oft-cited
effect of the earnings test is that it might entice' some persons to work
"under the table" who might otherwise have paid Social Security and
income taxes on their earnings.

It is still not clear, however, to w hat extent Social Security encour-
ages retirement or discourages continued work. In fact, some research-
ers believe that the method of calculating Social Security benefits may
cause some workers to delay retirement. Because the most recent (and
presumably highest) years of earnings are averaged in benefit computa-
tion, some researchers have concluded that workers may choose to
work later, replacing low earnings years with higher ones and subse-
quently increasing their Social Security benefit (Blinder, Gordon, and
Wise, 1980).

Changes in the program. The Social Security Amendments of 1983
contained several long-term pros, isions designed to remov e work disin-
centives. These included the following (Svahn and Ross, 1983).

1) An increase in the normal retirement age. The retirement age at
which beneficiaries are eligible to receive full benefits will In-
crease by 2 months per year for persons reaching age 62 in
2000-2005, will remain at 66 for those reaching 62 between
2005 and 2016, and will increase by 2 months per year for per-
sons reaching age 62 in 2017 to 2022 The normal r, 'irement
age will remain at 67 for those reaching age 62 after 2022.

l In 1982, workers sere subject to an earnings test until age 72 Current-
ly, benefits are not reduced for earnings after age 70
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2) An increase in the early retirement penalty. Reduced benefits
will continue to be available at age 62, but reduction factors
will he revised to a maximum of 30 percent (for workers enti-
tled at 62 when normal retirement age is 67) compared to the
prior 20 percent

3) An increase in the delayed retirement credit. The delayed retire-
ment credit will increase by half a percentage point eery other
year from 3 percent for workers age 62 prior to 1987 to 8 per-
cent per year for workers age 62 after 2004.

4) A decrease in tlw withholding rale under the earnings lest. Begin-
ning in 1990, the withholding rate will decrease from $1 of
eery $2 above the exempt amount for persons who attain full
retirement age to SI of eery $3 Beginning in 2000, the age at
which this occurs will increase as the normal retirement age in-
creases

Potential effects of the changes. Most analysts beliee that changes in
retirement ages as a result of this legislation may be xery small. This is
clear when the changes are dissected. For example, while earnings
above the exempt amount will be subject to a one-third offset under the
new law rather than the present one-half, those earnings are also sub-
ject to Federal, State, and local taxes and Social Security withholdings.
Thus, the system still prox ides disincentives to exceed the exempt
amount.

Gustman and Steinmeter (1985) studied the potential impact of 1983
reforms and concluded that "in comparison w ith the preious rules, the
1983 rules, when they take full effect, should have a fairly small impact
on the number of people working full time and the number retired
before age 65, but at age 65 and thereafter, the percL. .ige of individ-
uals working full time would be noticeably increased [largely due to the
scheduled increase in the delayed retirement credit] and the percentages
working part rim. and retired would both decline." In another study,
Fields and Mitchell (1986) found that increasing the normal retirement
age from 65 to 68 (although the legislation only raises it to age 67)
could be expected to increase average retirement age by only 1.6

months. They also found that the largest increase (still only 3.1 months)
occurred w hen the percentage of total benefits reLek Ld at age 62 was
reduced from 80 to 55 percent (the refor r, only reduced the percent-
age to 70 percent) and the delayed retirement credit was increased to
20 percent (from the current 9 percent) at age 68.
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Other Pensions

Another factor that would limit or completely offset the effectiveness
of any changes in Social Security regulations is that retirement deci-
sions are rarely based on Social Security benefit levels alone, they also
depend, among other things, on preferences for leisure over work, on
health status, and on other income sources. Though most workers can
no longer be forced to retire because of their age, many other provi-
sions in pension plans encourage workers to retire at specific ages, often
well before the normal retirement age of 65 in the Social Security pro-
gram. And, as Beck (1985) found, in general, it does not take large
amounts of pension income to induce workers to retire.

Retirement provisions. While individuals are not eligible I'm full
Social Security benefits before age 65, normal (full-benefit) retirement
ages in private and other government pensions tend to be much earlier.
In recent years, retirement programs have become increasingly liberal,
allowing full benefits at earlier and earlier ages. Seventy -nine percent of
pension plans surveyed by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in 1983 had
no minimum retirement age or provided full benefits at age 62 or earli-
er, -p from 55 percent in 1974. And 37 percent of those plans allowed
for full-benefit retirement as early as age 55, usually with 30 years of
service (Bell and Marc lay, 1987).

Almost all private pensions surveyed by BLS in both 1974 and 1983
permitted early retirement, altlu. gh at reduced benefits. Over the
1974-83 period, however, both age and years-of-service requirements
for early retirement declined. In 1983, the length of service re timed for
early retirement (with reduced benefits) at age 55 averaged 7 y ears and
2 months, down from 10 years and 3 months in 1974 (Bell and Marclay,
1987).

T'dividuals who opt for early retirement usually receive reduced ben-
eIit However, reduction percentages ale not always actuarially neu-
tral; the greater number of years of pension receipt (due to irly retire-
ment) often more than offset any decline in lw L fits Similarly, a, aal
beyond normal retirement age for those w lio delay retirement is often
less than actuarially neutral and acts as a substantial disimentise to Lon-
tintted work.
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Re. titly, several studies of pension plan incentites hate been con-
ducted. Fields and Mitchell (1984) examined 10 pension plans from the
1978 Benefits Amounts Surrey and found that, in fife, the present
value of net pension benefits (for an "illustrate t e' worker) was greatest
for workers retiring at age 60. Four of the 10 plans paid the highest
benefits at age 61 or 62, and the remaining plan at age 66. Also, in a
stud} of more than 2000 pension plans, Kotlikoff and Wise (1984) foand
that plan prosisions strongly discouraged work after a normal retire-
ment age, and some after an earl} retirement age. Continued work does
protide additional earnings, hotteter, the foregone pension benefits (as
with deferrcd Social Security benefits) result in an implicit tax on earn-
ings which may be as high as 100 percent (Kotlikoff and Wise, 1987).

Some pension pros isions perahze continued work actit ity by ending
pension accrual altogether. Although the Omnibus Budget Act of 1986,
prohibited the denial of pension accrual for persons of. er age 65, caps
are still permitted on Nears of sertiee that m. , be counted toward a
pension and on total benefit let els (Moore, 1988) These pros isions ef-
fectit ely reduce compensation fur persons who continue working after
reaching either the maximum let els of credited service or pension bene-
fits.

Combining penmons and Social &Luray. Not only do pension plans pro
'id different options and retirement meet] f es than Social Security,
but. in many cases, pension benefits are de.it ed using a formula that
accounts :or Social Security benefits. Thus, changes in Social :security
policy designed to alter work pAterns may be undermined by the struc-
ture of pension plans.

A 1986 surrey of employee benefits in medium and large-size firms
found that 62 percent of all full-time participants in defined-benefit pen-
sion plans tt ere in plans -integrated," or combined, tt ith Social Securi-
ty in some way (LT S. Bur eau of Labor Statistics, 1987). Sixty-nine per-
cent of the employees in these integrated plans had offset pros 'sons,
pension benefits %%ere dent ell as a function of Social Security payments
(usually pension let els were reduced by 50 percent of an inditidual's
Social Security benefit), For example, workers with expected pension
benefits of $8,000 and expected Social Security benefits of $2,000 would
actually recede pension benefits of '37,000 that is, $8,0004.50 x
$2,000) in addition to their $2,000 Social Security b.mefit. In this way.
public policy efforts to me I eche mcentit os to work by 'educing benefits
would be countered by a 50-percent increase in prolate benefits. A re-
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ductron of 51,000 in Social Security benefits, for example, would he
countered by a 5500 corresponding Increase in pension benefits. Plans
with excess formulas also recognize the structure of Social Security
benefits and attempt to increase benefits to workers with higher earn-
ings (whose Social Security benefits replace a smaller share of earn-
ings). This is accomplished by applying higher benefit accrual percent-
ages to earnings aboxre a specified limit usually equal to the Social Se-
curity taxable maximum (Bell and Hill, 1984).

Sonic retirees recek e supplemental benefits to their pensions to com-
pensate for retiring prior to eligibility for Social Security payments. A
1984 BLS surrey of pension plans found that 11 percent of all plan par-
ticipants could recek, e supplements upon earl} retirement. Ten percent
V1ere eligible for supplements on top of their full benefits if they retired
"normally" before age 62when the} would become eligible for re-
duced Social Security benefits (Bell and Marcia}, 1987). These supple-
mental payments are often equal to or greater than Social Security ben-
efits. Each of these pension prm,isions whieh Integrate Social Security
and pension benefits ma} mitigate an changes in ineentk es that Social
Security reforms are Intended to produce

Recently, re,earchers have begun to compare the incentke effects of
Social Security and pri ate pension proxisions on indkidual retirement
decision., A stud} by Stock and Wise (1988) modeled the retirement
beha ior of employees in a large firm and found that increases in the
firm's earl} retirement age would dramatically reduce the number of
workers retiring by age (>0 In contrast, the effects of changes in Social
Security rules would be minimal. Also, the researchers concluded that
"Changes in Social Security proisions that would otherwlhe encourage
workers to continue working c in easily he offset by counter ailing
changes in the provisions of the firm's pension plan

Early Retirement Incentive Plans

Early withdrawal from the labor force has expanded ' ith the met eas-
mg use of Early Retirement Ineenme Plans (ER1P's) These allow
workers to retire earlier than the normal terms of their pension plans
would alloy, Typically. FR1P's either libel allie the requirements for
pension eligibility or proxidc employees l It 11 Ire }ICI pension benefits.
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Some also offer early retirees either a continuation ur an improvement
in medical coverage after their separation from service. ERIP's are
typically offered for only a short period of time, after which the normal
plan rules apply.

ERIP's, in many Nsays, are simply an extension of the trend toward
early retirement made possible by pension plan provisions already dis-
cussed. The key issue 'elated to ERIP's is whether they are truly vol-
untary: Do workers percek,e turning (low n these offers as being a
viable option' Are workers satisfied vv ith the early retirement decision?

Two facts are critical to the discussion of ERIP's. First, no one
knows how prevalent they are. The few sun,eys of employers conduct-
ed to date often are not representative samples of all employers, and
often have low response rates, hence, the results of reporting firms may
not reflect those of all firms.

Second, and probably the most important for policy considerations, it
is difficult to distinguish between oluntary and unoluntary separations
that occur as a result of these plans. One study of ERIP's indicates that
companies, workers, and unions hale embraced them (Mutschler et al,
1984). At the same time, a study conducted for the Public Policy Insti-
tute of the American Association of Retired Persons (AARP) concludes
that such plans are primarily "older worker termination programs"
(Meier, 1986) and that neither the indi,iduals im,oked nor the Nation's
interests are well served by them

The plans seem to be voluntary to tiie extent that a \,ailable data show
that the majority of eligible xxorkers do not accept them. A study by
Hewitt Associates (1986) indicates that, on a\,erage, about a third of
workers accept ERIP's when offered. Some companies, though, have
had far more workers accept these offers than they had expected, caus-
ing a damaging loss of experitvced personnel. On the other hand, the
numerous lawsuits related to these plans suggest that some older work-
ers view them as forced retirement schemes (Fay, undated).

The Hewitt z,,,ociates' analysis of the pro,alence of ERIP's is the
most extensive to date Of the 529 companies responding to their 1985
survey, a third reported that they had utilized early retirement t,indows
(where the employee is given a speeifi_ period of time in which to
decide whether to retire with the unpro\,ed benefit package) or other
types of voluntary separation plans About 40 percent of the companies
that had used ERIP's had offered them more ilin once. Plans were of-
fered far more frequently by the largest firms than by smaller ones;
over half of companies employing moie than 25,000 persons had used
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them And, as mentioned above, about a third of all eligible employees
accepted these offers, although about 1 in 4 plans had acceptance rates
of at least 75 percent.

Employees' views of such plans are difficult to interpret. The AARP
report makes no mention of ERIP's as a welcome offer to many older
workers who may view retirement quite positively. Yet substantial
numbers of workers welcome the opportunity to retire earlier than
"normal." In a survey of workers age 40 and over conducted for
AARP by the Gallup Organization (AARP, 1986), 41 percent of all
workers surveyed responded that they would be likely to accept incen-
tive offers for retirement. Affirmative responses were most
common among workers with high levels of income and education.

Mutschler, Schultz, and Leavitt (1984) studied persons who had re-
tired with and without special incentives from an unidentified Fortune
500 company They found that employees clearly responded to the eco-
nomic incentives of the ERIP's under studythe better the retirement
package, the more likely workers were to accept it. Also, there was no
evidence that those accepting the offer had suffered financially as a
result (which would have indicated coercion), however, the authors did
express some concern over the long-term effects of inflation on the
value of retirees' pensions Other than this study, little is known about
the conditions under w Inch workers accept ERIP's and the outcomes
of that decision.

As with unemployment, the hazy distinction between voluntary and
involuntary retirement makes analysis of a key labor force issue diffi-
cult. The voluntary nature of ERIP's may not even be a static concept.
An individual who had positive views about accepting an "early out"
at the time of the offer may have a very negative view after the fact, or
vice versa While it certainly is possible to better quantify the use of
ERIP's than has been done so far, to evaluate the effect of these pro-
grams on w orkers' financial and nonfinancial well-being would be far
more complicated.

In summary, the incentives in Social Security and private pension
policies do not always operate in the same du ection Changes in Social
Security rules passed in 1983 were designed to increase work incentives
for older persons, although most analysts expect them to have only a
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minor impact on retirement ages This is largely because the changes
themselx es do not dramatically alter the basic incentixe structure of
Social Security. In any case, any changes in Social Security regulations
may be offset by pension plan pros isions that encourage retirement or
penalize continued work actixity It is unclear exactly w hat long-term
impact Social Security reforms will ha% e on the work aLtixity of older
persons, however, it is clear that pi-Rate pensions haze not followed
Social Security's lead in encouraging later retirement. While pension
policies that allow retirement well before age 65 are undoubtedly at-
traetie to many older workers, those who might prefer to continue to
work part time often do not or cannot. Some reasons for this are dis-
cussed in the next section.
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The Market for Part-Time Jobs
Many observers have noted that older workers are often faced with a
choice of whether to continue full time in a long-held job of to Loin-
pletely withdraw from the labor force. the majority reject part-time
employment, which usually pays low wages and provides very few
benefits. Whether or not part-time work by older persons will become
more common in the future depends on many di ere factors, including
pension and Social Security regulations that determine lee els of non-
wage income and place restrictions on employment, the characteristics
of part-time jobs, and the preference for leisure over work at older
ages.

Relatively few older persons woik after beginning to receive retire-
ment benefits, and those who do usually have eery low levels of non-
wage retirement income (McConnell, 1980). Many older men, howeker,
despite very small pension benefit lee els, still do not seek employment
(Beck, 1985). According to data from the Social Security New Benefi-
ciary Sun ey, fewer than 1 in 4 persons was employed at all 18 months
to 2 years after first receiving retired-worker benefits (lams, 1987).
Also, as pointed out in an earlier section on discouragement, among
those who are not in the labor force, 95 percent respond to the CPS
that they "do not want a job now, either full or part time."

Does this low level of work actik ity beyond retirement mean that
older persons simply do not want to work, or is it a reflection of poor
employment options^ While the preference for leisure over work is
very strong for many older persons, it is also possible that many say
they do not want to work because they see only ker}. limited choices.
As discussed preciously, substantial institutional barriersespecially the
Social Security earnings test provide strong disincentives to full-time
work at later ages. And pension pros isions often make continued work
for one's employer unjustifiable. Older workers, then, are often fun-
nelled into the part-time job market, where Options are frequently limit-
ed to low-paid employment. The solution, many argue, would be to
expand opportunities for part-time work to include jobs that are well
paid and provide non age benefits (McConnell et al, 1980, Kahne,
1985).

There is little doubt that part-time work done by older woi kers is
usually low paid Researchers have found that hourly wages tend to de-
cline about 30 to 40 percent \k1-11 hours arc reduced from 35 to 20
(Jondrow et al, 1987) How,ver, low pay is not necessarily evidence of
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age discrimination. In fact, Jondrow found that .the scarcity of Vl e I
paid part-time jobs is not a matter of discrimination against older W ork-
e r s ; such jobs are scarce throughout the economy (p. 96)."

A primary reason for the scarcity of W ell-pa) ing part-time jobs is the
high cost of such schedules to employers. Training costs, for example,
are largely identical for full-and part-time workers, as are many admin-
istrative costs. A short workweek raises the hourly costs to employers
for such expenses. In contrast, jobs that generally require little training
do not significantly raise the costs to employers of offering part-time
schedules, especially if the benefit packages are more limited than those
given full-time workers. These jobs, by their nature, are usually low
skilled and provide low pay.

Whether such a restrictive market for part-time jobs for older per-
sons is the only possible scenario is still open to question. Hilda Kahne
(1985), in her book Reconceiving Part-Time Work, distinguishes be-
tween "New Concept' part-time work and "Old Concept" work. The
latter was described abovework at very I 0 W pay rates, often in low-
wage industries, and with few, benefits. The former, Kahne envisions,
would be work done in the full range of industries and occupations and
would generally provide pro-rated full-time wages and benefits. Kahne
presents a cons incing argument for the potential interest for such em-
ployment from the oldcr workers' point of view, however, she does less
to explain how such jobs make sense for employers, particularly those
not facing labor shortages For now, at least, it appears that such "New
Concept" job market offers lag behind workers' desire for them.

As the younger population has declined and the grow th rate in the
female labor force has slowed (Fullerton, 1987), some service sector
employers have begun to target jobs to older workers. Such employ-
ment will be attractive to a narrow range of elderly persons, however,
as it is typically,' part-time work with few fringe benefits While wide-
spread worker shortages may occur in the future (sLe, for example,
Olson, 1981), then effect on employ ment opportunities for older W kirk-
e r s is difficult to predid, particularly in the context of today's institu-
tional structures that strongly favor early retirement
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Age Discrimination
When any group's labor market experiences are found to be inferioi to
another's, the issue of discrimination is always a subject for discussion.
However, discrimination is one of the most difficult labor market influ-
ences to identify and quantify. This is because it is difficult to discern
whether between-group differences in earnings or unemployment, for
example, are the result of discrimination or of real differences in pro-
ductiv ity or labor market goals. These measurement problems have lim-
ited the amount of research conducted on age discrimination in employ-
ment. Yet, if asked, virtually everyone would suggest that discrimina-
tion does take place in the job marketthat hiring, training, and pro-
motion decisions involving older persons arc not entirely age, sex, and
race neutral.

Regarding the earnings of older workers, Wanner and McDonald
(1983), using NLS data for mature men, found that as the men in the
sample aged between 1966 and 1976 (and gained tenure and experi-
ence), they had a substantial decline (in real terms) in earnings. This oc-
curred during a period of sizable increases in earnings among all work-
ers The poor earnings performance among older workers was deter-
mined to be unrelated to any decrease that might have been associated
with job changing. The authors identified three theoretical explanations
for this First, human capital theorists in economics would attribute the
lower earnings of older 1, orkers primarily to lower productivity, per-
haps related to skill obsolescence and employers' reluctance to invest in
the upgrading of those skills This would seem reasonable, given the
relatively short payoff time for such an investment. Second, equity
theorists in sociology argue that wages reflect not only productivity,
but also need, and that declining wages at older ages describe a legiti-
mate lifetime earnings profile. Workers' preferences for increased lei-
sure (largely associated with declining financial need) may partly ex-
plain the earnings profiles of older workers found by Wanner and
McDonald Although their methodology accounts for reductions in the
number of ueeks worked, by their own admission, they may have
missed some of the hours effect, such as by not incorporating older
workers' lower propensity to accept overtime work

Wanner and McDonald prefer a third explanation. Employers assume
that older workers will accept lower levels of salary increases, or fewer
of them, because older persons' ability to find comparable alternative
employment is quite lovi, Certainly, human capital theorists would
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agree that workers accumulate extensive firm-specific human capital for
which a new employer would be unwilling to compensate them. Mc-
Connell (1983), in his assessment of age discrimination, also highlights
this decline in leverage for older workers brought about by their high
cost of job switching.

In examining the wage decline for workers who were forced to look
for a new job, Shapiro and Sandell (1985), also using NLS data for
older men, found little es idence of discrimination. In fact, they deter-
mined that about 90 percent of any loss in earnings in workers' new
jobs reflected a loss of their firm-specific human capital. While this is a
real and important earnings loss for many workers, it cannot be said
that such earnings declines are the result of unfair practices by employ-
ers, who would not be expected to pay for skills, knowledge, or experi-
ence that are not specifically transferable to a new job.

It is interesting to examine workers' own perceptions of discrimina-
tion. In the previously mentioned survey conducted by the Gallup Or-
ganization in 1985 (AARP, 1986), a sample of workers age 40 and over
was asked whether they had experienced age discrimination. Only
'shout 6 percent answered in the affirmative, most of whom said that
they had been denied a promotion or a chance to get ahead because of
then age. The perception of age discrimination Increased with age-4
percent of workers in their forties felt that they had experienced age
discrimination, compared with 10 percent of those age 63 and over. It
is not clear whether the greater affirmative response for the older
group represents increased discrimination with age (though it seems
reasonable that this would be the case) or whether it is because they
had more years in which they could have been the victims of discrimi-
nation A shortcoming of this survey, ind must others, is that respond-
ents are employed persons only, thus, those w ho may be unemployed
or out of the labor force w ho has e been v ictims of age (1iscrimination
are not included These may be the groups of older persons who have
been most hurt by discriminatory employment practices.

Further insight into age bias comes from employers' perceptions of
older workers. Rosen and Jerdec (1985) found that many 111,1' gers ex-
hibited age discrimination in their personnel decisions They asked
6,000 readers of Ilais and 13UYI1CY, Res less (most of w hom were in man-
agement positions) to make management decisions in seven hypothetical
cases In half of the respondents' questionnaires, the wurkei in question
was oung,er person, in the other half, an uldci one ExcerA ft:: the
,we of the workers, th scenarios w re identical In the almost 1,600
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returned surrey forms, respondents Lonsistently made different hiring,
promotion, discipline, and training decisions based on the stated age of
the worker in question. Yet in a final set of questions, respondents indi-
cated a ery high leel of support for nondiscriminatory business prac-
tices. Interestingly. respondents age 50 and over were consistently more
supports e of the older worker than were younger respondents, from
which the authors concluded that an older worker's best prospect for
fair treatment appeared to be working for an older supervisor.

The above research and other similar work suggest that age discrimi-
nation may exist among persons w ho make decisions about older w ork-
ers' employment and athancement opportuniti.,. Neertheless, relative-
ly few older workers say that they have been the N. ictims of age dis-
crimination. Few older workers find themseles looking for a job,
where they would be most exposed to discrimination Also, their high
levels of experience on the job may provide many older workers with
the skills and abilities that keep them from being marginal employees.
Researchers indicate, however, that it is the poor performer who is
most likely to perceive discrimination In addition, the promotion ex-
pectations (or desires) of some workers may &Lime with age, often due
to a desire to stay in a "comfort zone toward the end of a career
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CHAPTER 4.
Conclusions

One of the most important findings of this report is that comparing the
incidence of job market problems for labor force groups with very dif-
ferent options, financial requirements. and motivations may be more
complex than is often recognized. Most research on the labor market
problems of older workers has come to the same conclusions. 1) older
workers are less likely than younger ones to lose their jobs, and 2)
when they do, it takes older persons considerably longer to find a job.
While these outcomes are plausible, research for this report suggests
that older workers may not be as protected from job loss as is often
assumed, or is often inferred from their very low unemployment rates.

The analysis of many measures of labor market problems is compli-
cated by the fact that some older workers follow job loss or an unsuc-
cessful job search by retiring. As a result, unemployment rates under-
state older workers' job market difficulties, many older job losers, for
instance, never become unemployed. Also, data on duration of unem-
ployment may not accurately portray the difficulties older persons have
in finding work. That is not to say that those older job losers who do
have the option of retiring are hurt less than others by job loss. Earn-
ings loss, for many, maybe even most, has serious long-term financial
consequences, and retirement after losing a job may simply be a socially
acceptable alternative to as extended period of unemployment.

Over the past 2 years, there has been an explosion of interest in the
data problems related to older persons. especially those related to
soda!, economic, and health issues. The Interagency Forum on Aging-
Related Statisticscomposed of Federal agencies with an interest in the
areahas been active in assessing data needs and planning strategies for
meeting these needs. High on the agenda has been the expansion of lon-
gitudinal data on the elderly The importance of such data can only in-
crease as the baby-boom generation approaches retirement .

Another major finding of this report is that labor supply factors may
be more important in explaining labor market differences between
groups than they are usually credited for. Whenever a labor market
measure, such as earnings or unemployment, indicates that one group is
better off than another, demand issuesdisctimination, in partii_ular
are often offered as the reason for those differences. This is not to say
that age bias is not a deterrent to the employment of some older work-
ersit certainly is. flowek er, the fact that many healthy older persons
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may be happy not working is often overlooked, many retirees are firm
in their preference for leisure user earnings. For those who may prefer
to work, how eer, pension rules or job mat ket realities seerely limit
their options and opportunities.

Institutional barncrs to cniploinunt. Many retirements that appear on
the surface to be purely oluntary probably occur among indnduals
who would hale preferred to continue working. Often, workers express
preferences for continued employ ment after they retire. Yet, when the
time comes, the majority go directly from full-time, career employment
lino complete retirement, without any phase-out period. Most V, ho do
enter the part-time job market quickly find that their %aloe to employ-
ers has been eroded to the point where employment is not a viable
option.

Such a paucity of acceptable part-time job opportunities is not neces-
sarily the result of age discrimination, part-time jobs tend to pay low
wages for everybody Employers are reluctant to offer part-time oppor-
tunities in many jobs, particularly those at higher Inds, because admin-
istratie and training costs often make it expensme. on an hourly basis,
to hire part-time help. As a result, jobs for part-time opportuni-
ties are readily mailable tend to be those that require little training.
Most often, these are low-skill jobs that tend to pay low wages.

The worst "pay cut" occurs when a worker looks for a job in a dif-
ferent occupation than the one from which he or she etred. In that
case, an employer might offer little or no more than an entry level
wage. because the inddual is, indeed, a new entrant to the occupa-
tion Even if an employer did place sonic! value on the older person's
past experience, the upper limit of wages in most part-time jobs is well
below those in full-time ones.

The best scenario, then, for older workers who wish to stay em-
ployed is continuing with their long-term employers (or at least in their
same occupations), to whom they would retain the highest value In
fact, workers near retirement age say that they would prefer to }lime a
phased retirement, particularly with their current employer (Jondrow,
1987) This rarely happens, howeer, for many reasons. Workers who
continue to work beyond the ag.: at which they could retire often pay a
steep price for that work. Historically, pmate pension plans allowed
for no additional accrual of pension benefits beyond a certain age.
While ecent changes in pension law prohibit that practice, other prov-
sons still allow for workers to be penalized for continued employment.
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Also, Social Security regulations provide a very small additional benefit
for those who choose to defer receipt until after age 65, at present. the
delayed retirement credit is only 3 percent for each year of work after
age 65 While the 1983 Social Security Amendments will raise that
credit in future years, eventually to 8 percent, such an increase does not
apply to those currently making retirement decisions.

If workers choose to receive Social Security benefits and to continue
working, they typically will keep earniligs below the exempt amount
beyond which benefits are reduced one dollar for every two dollars
earned. That threshold is currently $6,120 for beneficiaries ages 62 to
64 and $8,400 for those ages 65 to 70. Such an offset, coupled with
taxes on that income, makes it unreasonable for most workers to contin-
ue in their full-time jobs while receiving Social Security retirement ben-
efits Thus, those who wish to continue to work generally must choose
whether to keep working full time and defer their Social Security bene-
fits (and, hence, have the present value of those bc.neT-i,., decline each
year), or to receive benefits and be limited in the amount they can earn.

Conflicting attitudes toward work and retirement. No consensus now
exists among the Federal Government, private employers, and workers
on a need to push up the normal age of retirement. However, two key
actions intended to enable workers to extend their worklives have been
taken in rccent years. The Age Discrimination in Employment Act now
forbids the forced retirement of workers in most occupations at any
age Also, because of both short-and long-term problems in funding the
Social Security retirement trust fund, the 1983 Amendments to the
Social Security Act increased the penalties for those who retire early
and decreased penalties for those v% Ito choose to continue working.
Some of these changes, however, will be phased in over several dec-
ades. In fact, in the neat future, neither legislative effort is expected to
have a substantial effect on workers' retirement patterns.

Other reasons besides pension funding issues have been cited as justi-
fication for older retirement ages. An often-used rationale for raising re-
tirement ages is that, since people are living longer, they are healthier
and thus better able to work more years. Yet that conclusion may be
inaccurate, people are living longer, but they may not be healthier.
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Such an increase in lifespan may be associated with longer periods of
chronic illness and dependency rather than additional years of well
being and independent functioning (National Research Council, 1988).

Some prominent participants in die retirement-age discussion believe
that the decline in work activity among older persons is innately bad
because it relegates older persons to an unfulfilling retirement with neg-
ative consequences for both physical and mental health. This view does
not reflect the preferences of the millions of Americans who are pres-
ently looking forward to retiring from what is often, for this genera-
tion, physically demanding work. Having a fair opportunity to continue
in meaningful employment is quite different from being penalized for
not doing so.

Looking ahead. Over the last few years, retirement ages seem to have
stabilized, or edged up slightly (Moen, 1988). Such a pause in the long-
term downtrend is not unusual during an extended period of economic
expansion. It is too early to predict with confidence that retirement
ages will soon begin to rise. Changes in the benefit structure of Social
Security will have only a minor impact on retirement ages if employers
and employees continue to prefer earlier retirement ages.

Over the next few decades, several factors might lead to both ex-
panded demand for older workers and increased desire by older persons
to conZinue on the job. Most importantly, the changing demographic
makeup of the population will restrict the supply of labor, labor force
growth is projected to expand at only half the rate during the 1986-
2000 period that it did in the prior 14 years (Fullerton, 1987). Perhaps
more and more employers will follow the lead of those few who have
already developed programs designed to provide attractive, often inno-
vative, work options for retirement-age workers. 14

In addition, with each successive generation of older workers, fewer
will have worked in physically demanding jobs and more will have the

14 It is often argued that slid) unproved employment offers in response to
labor shortages will serve to raise older workers' labor fore participation
rates. This may be the case in the short run. In the long run, however, the
opposite might occur Employers faced with labor shortages must compete
for a full age-range of workers, not Just older ones. They do that by malang
the employment package more attractive, generally through hightr wages or
improved benefits One of the benefits that might prose attractive to younger
workers would be better pension benefits. which would eventually lead to
even eat her pension receipt.
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educational background, particularly a college IeLication, that will
allow them more flexibility in the job market. SuLli profiles generally
are associated w ith relatix ely high participation, rates and late retire-
ment.

The factor that will most strongly influence the job market for older
workers is the overall pace of economic expansion, which directly af-
fects job creation and unemployment. If employ et s need older workers,
they will create ways to both attract and retain them. Today, clearly,
employers' perceptions an' often that older workers' early retirement is
an attractixe s% ay to make work force adjustments, perhaps es en avoid-
ing layoffs, and to cut labor costs. In that enironment, older persons
may be pushed from their jobs. Some will hale adequate financial re-
sources, while others will be in a more precarious situation.
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Appendix: Method for Estimating Duration of
Unemployment from CPS Gross Flows Data

The probability of leak mg. of escaping. unemployment is the sum of
the probabilities of goiniz, from unemployment to employment and from
unemployment to not in the labor force:

UE+ UN
pESC=

U(t-1)

where pESC is the probability of escape. UE and UN are the prrbabil-
ities cf going from unemployed (U) to .1uployed (E) and not in labor
force (N). respect:\ ely. between months t-I and t. and U(t--I) is the
number of unemployed persons in the prex ions month. The expected
duration of a completed spell of unemployment is the reciprocal of the
probability of escape:

E(D) = 1 /pESC,

where E(D) is the expected duration of a completed spell of unemploy-
ment (Roney. 1983ind Bowels, I98()) This technique assumes that un
employed persons. iegaidless of their cut rent length of joblessness.
have the same probability of escape that i,, the probability of escape is
independent of duration.

The estimates computed from the AAA t. formula ale based on monthly
escape piobabilines A calculation of a completed spell in ivech.s would
be:

1

E(D) x 4 3,
pESC

where 4 3 is the number of weeks in the aeiage month
,5
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The equation for the calculations for the expected duration of a suc-
cessfully completed spell of unemployment is:

pUE+pUU
E(D)--- x 4,3

pUE

The equation removes UN from the numerator and the denominator.
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